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“anadi-madhyantam ananta-viryam
ananta-bahum sasi-surya-netram
pasyami tvam dipta-hutasa-vaktram
sva-tejasa visvam idam tapantam”
-Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 11, Verse 19
“You are the origin without beginning,
middle or end. You have numberless arms,
and the sun and moon are among Your great
unlimited eyes. By Your own radiance
You are heating this entire universe.”
-Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 11, Verse 19
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Abstract
“If we knew what it was we were
doing, it would not be called research,
would it?”
Albert Einstein
One of the most important predictions of the Big Bang theory is that the Universe will
be filled with electromagnetic radiation as the remnant heat left-over, known as Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) radiation. Through measurements of the CMB, a simple
yet powerful model of the Universe has emerged, providing a precise estimate of its age,
contents, topological properties and initial conditions. The latter are thought to be gener-
ated during a phase of transient vacuum energy in the very early Universe, the Inflation,
driven by the physics of fundamental quantum fields. Although impressive, a question we
hope to answer with future cosmological measurements is when cosmic Inflation happened
by observing the imprints of those perturbations in the CMB. In particular, the spacetime
metric itself is able to generate perturbations in terms of primordial gravitation waves,
which perturb the CMB polarization in its curl (B) mode, at the last scattering onto elec-
trons happened when CMB photons decoupled from the rest of the system forming neutral
atoms (recombination), and later, hitting again electrons made free by the formation of
first structures (reionization era). Cosmological gravitational waves generate B-modes
at degree scales and different models of Inflation predict different amplitudes of the sig-
nal, which is parametrized in terms of the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r. Other cosmological
sources of B-modes exist, such as the Gravitational lensing onto CMB photons travelling
to us, deflected by forming cosmological structures, generating CMB anisotropies at the
arcminute scale. Also, astrophysical contributions to B-modes, the so called foregrounds,
are capable of contaminating the signal from primordial gravitational waves. Despite of
these challenges, upcoming CMB experiments are set to detect a level r ≈ 10−3, as this
level carries ultimate information of the Inflationary process itself.
On the other side, Reionization is believed to have occurred when the first generations
of stars and quasars produced sufficient amounts of UV and X-ray radiation to ionize
the vast majority of neutral hydrogen in the Universe. We have measurements telling
us when the process started and ended, but poor knowledge of its details because of the
complex physics involved. The epoch of Reionization (EoR) is the key event to understand
the intergalactic medium (IGM) evolution and subsequent structure formation. For this
reason, the study of the reionization epoch has now become a central topic in Astrophysics
xi
and Cosmology. Precise measurements of the temperature and polarization anisotropies
in CMB is one of the most promising probes of the EoR and hence, exploring fundamental
questions in the field of Astrophysics and Cosmology.
CMB observations currently constrain the Reionization measuring the optical depth
τ and its epoch parametrized by its mean redshift z. This thesis represents a step further
in this analysis, investigating the spatial dependence of the process concerning the details
of the involved astrophysical processes. Also, we consider how these new investigations
modify the CMB signal induced by Reionization itself.
The astrophysics determining how the gas of known particles in the Universe passed
from being almost neutral to the ionized state is related to the properties of high red-
shift galaxies, which are the primary sources of ionizing photons. The spatial structure
(“Patchiness”) of Reionization creates fluctuations in the electron density in different di-
rections along the line of sight and generates secondary B-modes in the CMB, which are
targets of the measurements of the ultimate CMB experiments in the next decade.
Our methodology includes performing cross correlation analyses of the fluctuations in
optical depth with the brightness temperature in 21cm observations tracing neutral gas
at high redshifts, along with its detectability from future CMB and 21cm probes. The
measurements yield a determination of the sizes of the characteristic reionizing structures
("bubble") and ionization fraction as a function of redshifts.
B-modes in the CMB is generated as a consequence of patchy Reionization due to
the screening and scattering mechanisms. We investigate the amplitude of the signal
and studied its contamination to primordial B-modes. In particular, we exploit recent
advances in the understanding of the reionization history through observations of the
Lyman-α forest. We use high-dynamic-range radiative transfer simulations of cosmological
Reionization that are calibrated to these data. These simulations allow us to calibrate
the excursion set approach, providing the necessary validity check of this methodology.
Our findings suggest that the contribution of Reionization to the search for primordial
gravitational waves is unlikely to be a concern for sensitivities of planned and proposed
experiments for most realistic models of the reionization history.
The thesis is organized as follows. We review the basic physics of the CMB in Chapter
1 and provide definitions relevant for the following Chapters. In Chapter 2 we describe
how to model Reionization providing the basics of star formation history in high redshift
galaxies; also, we explain the statistical techniques for the reconstruction of the optical
depth and forecast the detectability by future CMB experiments. In chapter 3, we studied
an alternative probe of patchy Reionization by performing the cross correlation of the op-
tical depth field with the 21cm brightness temperature field. In chapter 4 we estimate the
amplitude of the B-mode signal due to patchy Reionization by using high-dynamic-range
radiative transfer simulation of Reionization; in particular, we study the contamination
to the primordial B signal from cosmological gravitational waves.
xii
Chapter 1
Basic physics of the Cosmic Microwave
Background
When our Universe is in harmony
with man, the eternal, we know it as
truth, we feel it as beauty.
Rabindranath Tagore
As light takes a finite time to travel the distance between astrophysical objects and
us, actually, we see them at the time when the light was emitted. What if we can see the
Universe back in time when it was young? It is indeed possible because of the CMB; the
Universe started from a hot and dense state, known as the big bang. After that, all the
elementary particles such as electrons, protons and neutrons were together in a plasma
state, in thermal equilibrium with the hot bath of the high energy photons. Russian born
American physicist George Gamow considered for the first time the signatures of the hot
big bang model in the present day [1, 2, 3]. Due to the expansion of the Universe, the
temperature decreases and neutral hydrogen atoms formed when the thermal energy went
below the binding energy of hydrogen atoms. Gamow made various predictions for the
temperature of this radiation today is ∼ 5K.
About two decades later, Penzias and Wilson accidentally discovered the radiation
left over from the big bang in 1964 [4]. They found an unexpected noise in their radio
receiver, which is same in every direction of the sky. The corresponding temperature of
this signal was about 2.7 K. Penzias, and Wilson’s discovery of the CMB started a new
era in Cosmology. The CMB was expected to be mostly isotropic and characterized by
a black body spectrum due to the expansion of the Universe. However, there should be
fluctuations in the temperature and linear polarization via Thomson scattering due to the
initial quantum fluctuations which will later form galaxies and large scale structures by
the gravitational instability.
The CMB photons carry information about the early Universe and as well as for the
late times. Different events in the timeline of the Universe modulate the fluctuations, and
that is why the study of CMB provides a unique opportunity to understand the evolution
of our Universe throughout its entire history. We now discuss the basic physics of the
CMB after a brief description of the standard model of cosmology.
1
2 Basic physics of the Cosmic Microwave Background
1.1 Standard model of cosmology
The Universe began to expand about 14 billion years ago in all directions from an in-
finitesimally small and infinitely dense point known as the singularity. The explanation
about the beginning of time was derived from the standard model of big bang cosmology.
The Big Bang model makes an accurate and scientifically testable hypothesis, which is
in agreement with the observational datasets. After the big bang, every particle started
rushing apart from each other in an early super-dense phase. Hubble [5, 6] first discov-
ered the fact that galaxies are receding from us in all directions. He observed that light
rays are coming from galaxies are redshifted rather than being blueshifted. He plotted
redshift(z) vs distance of a galaxy (r) for almost 50 galaxies, and he found the famous
linear relation, now known as Hubble’s law, z = H0/c, where H0 is called Hubble con-
stant. Hubble interpreted the observed redshift of galaxies as being a Doppler shift due
to their radial velocity away from Earth. He concluded that all galaxies are moving away
from each other. If v is the recessional velocity of a galaxy then according to classical
non-relativistic relation for Doppler shift we have v = H0r. Projecting trajectories of
galaxies backwards in time means they converge to a high density state which supports
hot and dense phase of early Universe in Big Bang model of cosmology.
The standard model is also based on two fundamental assumptions which state that
the Universe is homogeneous and isotropic, i.e. there is no preferred location and no
preferred direction in our Universe. These principles mean if we are blindfolded and
taken to any part of the Universe then after removal of the fold we are not able to tell
where we are and in which direction we are looking at because Universe around us looks
same in all directions. This principle holds only on the scales as large as 100 Mpc or more.
The cosmological principle is also known as a generalization of “Copernican principle” who
pointed out that Earth is not at the center of the Universe; in fact, there is no center of
the Universe.
The theory of relativity tells us that space and time together comprise a 3+1 space-
time continuum. If we include gravity, Einstein’s general theory of relativity (GR) shows
that in the presence of mass and energy space-time becomes curved. The Standard model
assumes that Einstein’s GR is the correct theory of gravity on the cosmological scale
because it provides the framework of the formation of large scale structures observed in
the Universe today. Under this assumption together with the cosmological principle, the
metric of four-dimensional space-time can be written as [7]
ds2 = c2dt2 −R2(t)
[
dr2
1−Kr2 + r
2(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2)
]
. (1.1)
This equation is called Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker metric (FLRW) metric
[8, 9, 10]. Here (r, θ, φ) are comoving coordinates and t is the cosmological proper time,
R(t) is the radius of curvature and K is the curvature parameter which can be one of the
three values,i.e, K = 0 for flat space , K = +1 for positively curved space and K = −1
for negatively curved space. Standard model of cosmology is also known as Lambda-cold
dark matter model or ΛCDM model [11, 12]. The letter “Λ” stands for the cosmological
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constant, which is currently associated with vacuum energy or dark energy in empty space
that is used to explain the observed acceleration of space against the attractive effects
of gravity (first observed in Type-Ia supernova). A cosmological constant has negative
pressure, P = −ρc2 , which contributes to the stress-energy tensor that according to the
general theory of relativity, causes accelerating expansion. The fraction of the total energy
density of our Universe (flat or almost flat) that is dark energy, ΩΛ, is currently estimated
to be 69% based on Planck satellite data [13]. Observations of the “flat” rotation curves
of galaxies; the gravitational lensing of light by galaxy clusters; and enhanced clustering
of galaxies indicate the existence of dark matter which cannot be accounted for by the
quantity of observed luminous matter. Dark matter is described as being cold because
its velocity is far less than the speed of light at the epoch of radiation-matter equality;
non-baryonic (i.e. consisting of matter other than protons and neutrons); dissipationless
since radiating photons can not cool it; and collisionless (i.e. the dark matter particles
interact with each other and rest of the particles only through gravity. The dark matter
component is currently estimated to constitute about 26.8% of the mass-energy density
of the Universe. The remaining 4.9% comprises all ordinary matter observed as atoms,
chemical elements, gas and plasma, the stuff of which visible planets, stars and galaxies
are made. Also, the energy density includes a tiny fraction of ∼ 0.01% of CMB photons,
and not more than 0.5% in relic neutrinos. Although minimal today, these were much
more important in the distant past, dominating the matter at z > 3200.
At the time of big bang, the Universe has a temperature of the order of 1032 K
at the Planck epoch. This was immediately (within 10−33 to 10−32 seconds) followed
by an exponential expansion of space by a scale multiplier of 1026 or more, known as
cosmic inflation [14, 15]. Cosmic inflation solves the problems in standard cosmology
such as flatness, horizon, entropy and magnetic monopole problems [16, 17, 18]. To
explain the growth of gravitationally collapsed structures in the Universe, it is assumed
that inflation in the early Universe generated density perturbations with a nearly scale
invariant spectrum involving quantum mechanical fluctuations. The total energy of the
Universe is conserved, and as it expands adiabatically, its temperature and energy density
decreases. The early Universe remained hot (above 3000 K) for several hundred thousand
years, a state that is detectable as the CMB, very low energy radiation emanating from
all parts of the sky. The big bang scenario, with cosmic inflation and standard particle
physics, is the only current cosmological model consistent with the observed continuing
expansion of space, the observed distribution of lighter elements in the Universe (hydrogen,
helium, and lithium), and the spatial texture of minute irregularities (anisotropies) in the
CMB radiation.
1.2 CMB physics
Our Universe started to evolve from a dense and hot state after the big bang. Within the
first second, baryonic matter formed, and later light elements started to form within a few
minutes as Universe started to cool down and continue the expansion. At that time the
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Figure 1.1: Left: This plot shows the evolution of ionization fraction. Right: We plot the
evolution of thermodynamics quantities before and after the epoch of decoupling, zdec ∼ 1100.
In the Inset, we show the visibility function at the low redshift range due to the reionization.
Universe can be considered as a soup of elementary particles. The main components of
the Universe were electrons, protons, neutrons, neutrinos and photons. The free electrons
scattered photons via Coulomb scattering. The binding energy of an electron to the
nucleus of a hydrogen atom is 13.6 eV. The temperature of the Universe dropped down
to 3000 K roughly 300000 years after the big bang. It provides sufficient conditions
for a proton to capture an electron to form a hydrogen atom. This process is called
recombination, and the time when recombination occurred is known as recombination
epoch. Decoupling of photons occurs when the expansion rate of the Universe becomes
larger than the scattering rate of photons by the electrons. At z ∼ 1100, when neutral
hydrogen atoms formed there were not many free electrons to scatter off photons. The
Universe was essentially opaque but after decoupling photons are able to travel freely as
they cease to interact with electrons. The surface where a photon scattered by an electron
for the last time before reaching us is called the last scattering surface. The surface of last
scattering surface is not really a three-dimensional surface; rather, it is a spherical shell
with a thickness of around 90 Mpc. All the CMB experiments observe the photons coming
from the last scattering surface, which describes the properties of the Universe when it was
380000 years old. As the Universe is expanding linearly since then the temperature of the
CMB photons are scaling as T = T0(1 + z), here T0 is the present-day temperature of the
radiation. Photon number density evolves as nγ = nγ(0)(1 + z)3 cm−3, here nγ(0) is the
number density of photons at z = 0. We express ionization fraction, xe(z) to quantify how
the Universe made a transition from ionized to neutral phase. If we neglect the helium
contribution to the ionization fraction, we can write xe(z) = ne/(ne + nH), here ne and
nH are the number density of electrons and the number density of neutral hydrogen. If
xe → 0, the Universe is almost neutral and if xe → 1 it is almost ionized. The scattering
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rate, Γ, can be expressed in terms of the ionization fraction as Γ = xe(z)neσT . In Figure
1.1 (left) we see Universe was almost fully ionized before the recombination epoch around
zrec ∼ 1100 and after the decoupling, it gradually becomes neutral. The Universe remains
in the neutral state until the high energy sources such as galaxies, and quasars ionized
the intergalactic medium at the low redshift Universe. Due to the reionization process
universe again become ionized, and ionization fraction reaches to its maximum value. If
we know the scattering rate,Γ(t), at time t, then we can quantify the number of scatterings
a photon had experienced when the age of the Universe increased from t1 to t2. It can be
represented by a dimensionless quantity know as optical depth which is
τ(t) =
∫ t2
t1
Γ(t)dt =
∫ t2
t1
σTne(t)dt . (1.2)
To understand the probability that a photon last scattered at conformal time η, is defined
by the visibility function, g(η). It is written as
g(η) = − ˙τ(η)e−τ(η) . (1.3)
Visibility function can be interpreted as the probability density as it satisfies,
∫ η0
0
g(η)dη =
1. In Figure 1.1 we showed the evolution of three thermodynamic quantities such as −τ˙ ,
e−τ and g separately. τ is very large in the early Universe so, e−τ term tends to zero, and
hence the visibility function also tends to zero, meaning that the probability that a photon
will scatter is essentially zero. The visibility function reaches its maximum at the time
of decoupling in which the probability of the last scattering is higher. Most of the CMB
photons decoupled at redshifts where the visibility function peaks. After recombination,
the visibility function falls gradually as τ becomes smaller.
We observe the CMB photons which are coming from the last scattering surface. After
the recombination, the Universe consists mainly of the hydrogen gas (neglecting helium
and other heavy elements), photons, neutrinos and dark matter. Baryons are free to
collapse for gravity as there is no pressure exerted by photons. Later, structures in the
Universe formed due to the gravitational instability.
1.3 Frequency Spectrum of the CMB
The intensity spectrum of the CMB is expected to follow Planck’s law of radiation as
the early Universe was in thermal equilibrium. Before the recombination epoch, radia-
tion component interacted with the matter sector mainly by Compton, double Compton,
Coulomb scattering and thermal bremsstrahlung. Any source of energy injection in the
early Universe may change the spectral shape of the CMB if the time needed for thermal-
ization is longer than the timescale before decoupling. Blackbody spectrum will remain
unchanged till z & 2 × 106 due to the Compton scattering, double Compton scattering
and the bremsstrahlung processes [19, 20, 21].
In Compton scattering, a photon scatters off by an electron, and a fraction of photon’s
momentum and energy are being transferred to the recoil electron. Bose-Einstein (BE)
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Figure 1.2: Blackbody spectrum of CMB measured by the COsmic Background Ex-
plorer (COBE) satellite [22]. The error bars are 400 times larger than the original ones
just for the visual purpose. We used data from NASA Lambda data product website
(https://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/cobe/).
spectrum could be created by the Compton scattering. The BE distribution function is
expressed as
fBE =
1
ehν/kBT+µ − 1 . (1.4)
Here, kB = 1.38× 10−23J/k is Boltzmann constant. µ is the chemical potential, which is
the energy released or absorbed due to the change in the number of particles. Compton
scattering conserves the total number of photons but redistributes the photon’s energy
in different frequencies. Bremsstrahlung is a process in which the energy is released
when the electromagnetic field of an ion decelerates an electron and can be expressed as
e−+I → e−+I+γ. For the double Compton scattering, it produces another extra photon
via e− + γ → e− + γ + γ. On the other hand, double Compton scattering and Thermal
bremsstrahlung can not create spectral distortions in CMB below z . 107 [19, 23, 24].
The expansion of the Universe does not change the blackbody spectrum as temper-
ature and frequency both scales with the (1 + z) factor by keeping ehν/kT fixed. Any
energy injection happens in the early Universe at z & 105, and Compton scattering will
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redistribute the photon’s energy as a Planckian spectrum. Otherwise, if the energy injec-
tion happens at z . 105, there will be a spectral distortion in CMB from its blackbody
spectrum.
The spectrum of CMB perfectly follows the black body radiation. The temperature of
CMB is very close to 2.7255 K, which is across the whole sky. It was first measured by the
space mission COBE [22], see Figure 1.2. The Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer
(FIRAS) instrument in the COBE satellite measured the peak of the blackbody spectrum
very precisely. In the high frequency errorbars increase due to the residual foreground
contamination from the interstellar dust.
Spectral distortion in CMB can be categorized into y-type and µ-type distortion
(Sometimes the intermediate distortion is called as i-type. See [25] for more details).
Double Compton scattering and Bremsstrahlung processes are efficient enough to create
low energy photons in the redshift range 2 × 106 & z & 105. Compton scattering is not
efficient enough to redistribute the low energy photons to high energy end. Therefore,
the blackbody spectrum will not be preserved, and µ distortion will leave its imprint.
The Bose-Einstein distribution function describes this spectrum with a frequency depen-
dent chemical potential following equation 1.3. The current upper limit of the chemical
potential is |µ| . 9× 10−5 with 95% confidence [26].
If energy injection happened anytime at z . 5 × 105, the Universe could not be
thermalized by the Compton scattering, and rather hot electrons will up-scatter the CMB
photons. It is known as y-type distortion. The current upper limit of y parameter is
|y| . 1.5 × 10−5 with 95% confidence [26]. We will discuss more y distortion due to
Sunyaev Zeldovich effect in Section 1.5.5.
Spectral distortion in CMB is a powerful probe to understand several physics in the
early Universe. There could be several sources which can inject energy and leave the
spectral signature in the CMB. Energy injected in such events as evaporation of primordial
black holes, the decay of cosmic strings, the decay of Sterile neutrinos and primordial
magnetic fields can in principle distort the blackbody spectrum of CMB [27, 28, 29, 30, 31].
Future proposed space-based CMB experiments such as PIXIE, PRISM and PRIS-
TINE aim to put constraints on µ and y distortions at the level µ . 5×10−8 and y . 10−8
respectively [32, 33].
1.4 Primary Anisotropies
Primary anisotropies are usually defined in terms of processes occurring at last scattering.
In this Section we give the necessary definitions of quantities and probes which are relevant
for the rest of the Thesis, for temperature and linear polarization.
1.4.1 Temperature Anisotropies
The quantum fluctuations generated during the time of inflation put distinct signatures in
the CMB sky, at the level ∆T/T0 ∼ 10−5, on the top of the mean temperature of CMB at
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present, T0 ∼ 2.7255 K. Let the temperature at a point on the CMB sky in the direction
(θ, φ) be T (θ, φ). In spherical co-ordinate system we can average over all the directions
as
〈T 〉 = 1
4pi
∫
T (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ = T0 . (1.5)
Since the temperature fluctuations are defined on the surface of the sphere, we decom-
pose it in spherical harmonics as
∆T
T0
(θ, φ) =
∑
`m
a`mY`m(θ, φ) . (1.6)
Here T0 is the mean temperature of the CMB, Y`m(θ, φ) is the basis vector in the
spherical harmonic system and a`m is the coefficient of the temperature. As tempera-
ture is a real field it follows: a∗`m = (−1)ma`−m. The fluctuations are generated from a
Gaussian random field, and hence the statistics of the temperature fluctuations should be
predictable by any cosmological model. This statistics should also be independent of the
position in space. With these conditions, we can write:
〈aX`maX∗`′m′〉 = δ``′δmm′CX` . (1.7)
C` is known as power spectra. CX` carries all the statistical information of the field X.
Power spectra for the true field can be defined as:
ĈX` =
1
2`+ 1
∑
m
|a`m|2 . (1.8)
This is an unbiased estimator as it follows 〈Ĉ`
X
= CX` . The chi-square distribution will
have 2`+ 1 degrees of freedom, which can not be avoided as we have only one observable
Universe. This criterion will lead to(
∆ĈX`
)2
=
2
2`+ 1
C2` . (1.9)
This statistical uncertainty for the measurement of the angular power spectrum is known
as “cosmic variance”. All the models aim to explain the early universe physics should be
able to explain the temperature fluctuations in the CMB at the recombination epoch. We
will review below the techniques to predict the fluctuations in the CMB sky theoretically.
The CMB temperature power spectrum can be numerically computed by the Line Of
Sight integration (LOS) method first prescribed by [34]. In this method, CMB temper-
ature fluctuations are described by the time integral of the product of the geometrical
factor and the source term. Source term accounts all the physics at the time of recombi-
nation, but the geometrical term is the radial transfer function which does not depend on
the physics at the recombination. Transfer function describes the evolution of the initial
Newtonian curvature. Temperature fluctuations can be expressed as:
CTT` = 4pi
∫
k2dk|ΘT` (k, η0)|2PR(k) . (1.10)
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PR(k) is the initial curvature power spectrum and ΘT` (k, η0) is the transfer function of
photons which is related to the source function as
ΘT` (k, η0) =
∫ η0
0
dηST (k, η)j` [k(η0 − η)] . (1.11)
We use the Cosmic Linear Anisotropy Solving System (CLASS) code to calculate CMB
power spectra [35, 36]. The source term can be calculated separately for the each effect
as
ST (k, η) = S
Dp(k, η) + SISW(k, η) + SSW(k, η) + Ssec(k, η) . (1.12)
The superscripts Dp, SW and ISW in the R.H.S denote the source function for the
Doppler, Sachs-Wolfe and integrated Sachs-Wolfe effects. The first one is caused by
photons emitted by electrons having a non-zero peculiar velocity in the direction of the
emission. The SW effect is due to the redshift or blueshift on photons caused by gravita-
tional perturbations at last scattering. The ISW is the same metric effect but caused by
the evolution of the gravitational perturbations along the line of sight. In addition to the
ISW, additional anisotropies are introduced in CMB when photons travel from the last
scattering surface to us. Ssec(k, η) is the source function for those secondary anisotropies.
We discuss these in details in Section 1.5.
In Figure 1.3, we show the temperature power spectrum in different angular scales,
which we briefly describe now. Before the recombination, baryons and photons were
tightly coupled to each other. Perturbations in dark matter density were growing with
time due to gravity, influencing the photon-baryon fluid competing with radiative pressure,
causing acoustic oscillations on sub-horizon scales. The horizon size at the last scattering
surface subtends an angle which is about 1◦ (` ∼ 180). Perturbations on scales larger than
the horizon size on the last scattering are not affected as they are causally disconnected.
As a result of this phenomenology, the power spectrum between 100 ≤ ` ≤ 1000 exhibits
oscillations, making the last scattering surface a snapshot of the perturbations in different
phases through photons. At ` & 1000, CMB photons diffuse from overdensity regions to
small scales, leading to exponential damping of the temperature power on small scales.
1.4.2 Polarization Anisotropies
As we anticipated, CMB photons are expected to be polarized due to the Thomson scat-
tering with electrons. The magnitude of the polarization of the scattered radiation is
proportional to the magnitude of the quadrupole of the radiation incident on the scat-
tering electron. The orientation of the quadrupole determines the orientation of the
polarization.
We use Stokes parameters to describe the state of polarization of an electromagnetic
wave. I denotes the total intensity of CMB photons. Q and U are used to express the
linear polarization and V for the circular polarization. I is invariant under any rotation,
but Q and U transforms under the rotation angle, φ, along the axis perpendicular to the
wave, as
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Figure 1.3: We show the contributions of scalar perturbations due to SW, Early-time and
late-time ISW and doppler effects. We use cosmological parameters for the flat Lambda CDM
model described in [13]. This figure has been produced using CLASS code 1[35]
Q′ = Q cos(2φ) + U sin(2φ), (1.13)
U ′ = −Q sin(2φ) + U cos(2φ). (1.14)
Q and U are the spin two fields. They depend on the choice of a coordinate system.
In the complex plane, Q and U transform as
(Q± iU)′(nˆ) = (Q± iU)e∓2iφ(Q± iU) . (1.15)
In terms of spherical harmonics, we have:
(Q± iU)(nˆ) =
∑
a±2,`mY±2,`m . (1.16)
We can now decompose the tensor field in terms of gradient and curl components as
aE`m = −
1
2
(a2,`m + a−2,`m) , (1.17)
aB`m =
i
2
(a2,`m − a−2,`m) . (1.18)
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Figure 1.4: CMB temperature, E-mode, B-mode and T −E cross power spectra. We used cos-
mological parameters derived from the combination of Planck TT, TE, EE, LowP+Lensing+Ext
[13], see Section 1.7. The B-mode power spectrum is shown for r = 0.01 and all the polarization
power spectra assumed reionization with τ = 0.054.
E modes remain invariant under the parity transformation but B modes changes its sign.
In principle, we can construct the six power spectra such as CTT` , CEE` , CBB` , CTE` , CEB` ,
CTB` . As E and T changes opposite way than B under the parity transformation, due to
the parity conservation, the cross power spectrum of EB and TB becomes zero.
In figure 1.4 we show all the theoretical primordial temperature, E-mode, B-mode and
TE power spectra for the indicated Cosmology. Oscillations in the EE and TE power
spectra are due to the oscillations in the photon-baryon fluid inside the gravitational
potential well and are originated by acoustic oscillation in T , which we described in the
previous Section. The polarization signal arises from the gradient of the peculiar velocity
(vγ) of the photon fluid. Hence, the peak of the EE power spectra is opposite phase with
respect to TT . The correlations between density and velocity perturbations on the last
scattering surface can be both positive and negative. The TE power spectrum is primarily
the product of the monopole terms for temperature and the velocity, and its oscillation
frequency is twice with respect to TT and EE. The bump at large scale (` . 10) in
polarization and TE power spectra are due to the reionization. Reionization produces
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free electrons along the path of CMB photons and a late stage Thomson scattering epoch.
The large scale polarization increases with an increase of τ and therefore the measurement
of the large scale CMB polarization is a unique probe of the reionization optical depth. As
it can be seen in the Figure, the shape of the BB spectrum is quite different; we discuss
the associated main phenomenology in the next Section.
1.4.3 B-mode phenomenology and scientific relevance
The basic prediction of Inflation are the following: (i) the Universe should be flat, i.e.
Ωk ∼ 0, (ii) the primordial scalar perturbations should be Gaussian, adiabatic and char-
acterized by a nearly scale-invariant spectrum, (iii) the perturbations are correlated on
scales larger than the Hubble horizon, (vi) primordial gravitational waves due to the ten-
sor perturbations during inflation are also generated, Gaussian, and with a power law
whose slope is related to the scalar one. The primordial B-mode signal sourced by cos-
mological gravitational waves is still undetected. E modes are generated due to both
tensor, vector and scalar perturbations but finding the signature of tensor perturbations
in E modes is complex due to the dominance of the contribution from density. As we
describe now, the B-mode of CMB polarization is an unique signature for inflationary
gravitational waves. As we will see later, future CMB experiments are set up to detect
the primordial gravitational waves till the ultimate limit of r = 0.001.
For simple model of inflation, let φ be the scalar field in the early Universe and V (φ)
the inflationary potential. In the FRLW space-time we can write the equation of motion
and Friedmann equation as [37]
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ V ′(φ) = 0 , (1.19)
H2 =
(
a˙
a
)2
=
V (φ) + φ˙
2
2
3m2P
. (1.20)
Where mP is the Planck mass. We can define the slow roll parameter, = −H˙/H2. The
standard picture of inflation has  1. If H2 ∝ V holds during the inflation then we can
find that the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, is defined in terms of the inflaton potential as
r = 16 =
[
0.1× V
(2× 1016 GeV)4
]
. (1.21)
For the power law potentials such as φ, φ2, φ2/3, the 3σ bound on r is 0.057, 0.038 and
0.028 respectively [38, 39]. Whereas for well-known Starobinsky’s R2 (R represents Ricci
scalar)inflationary model the constraion on r is & 6× 10−4 [40, 41]. As we will see in the
last Section of this Chapter, these values are the target of future B-mode experiments.
Primordial gravitational waves creates quadrupole anisotropies in the CMB. Their
amplitudes remain unchanged for scales larger than the horizon size, but oscillate and
decay on smaller scales. At the same time, there is no time from photons de-coupled on
scales larger than the horizon to reach last scattering. This phenomenology makes the
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B-modes from primordial gravitational waves to appear like a peak in the spectrum at
about ` ∼ 80, which is about the scale of the horizon during recombination, see Figure 1.4.
A second scattering, occurring at the epoch of reionization, is able to boost the B-mode
power from inflationary gravitational waves from larger scales, generating the so called
reionization bump at ` ' 20, also evident in Figure 1.4.
Hence, detection primordial B-mode signal will be the final confirmation of inflation.
Not only that, but it will also be able to distinguish between different inflationary models
which will provide us with the fundamental physics in the early Universe. If r is smaller
than the current upper limit (0.06), the detection will be a very challenging task. Out-
standing challenhes are represented for example by the foreground emissions, and also the
need to separate the secondary B-modes which can contaminate the primordial B-mode
signal. We will discuss the effects of foreground in Section 1.6.
1.5 Secondary Anisotropies
Secondary anisotropies are those imprinted on CMB photons after last scattering. We
review their basic definitions and phenomenology here.
1.5.1 Integrated Sachs Wolfe effect
It can be seen that if the Universe is dominated by matter, then the large scale gravita-
tional potentials do not evolve significantly, but when radiation or dark energy dominate
they will evolve significantly. The energy of photons will change due to the phase tran-
sition of the Universe from radiation to the matter-dominated phase. The ISW signal
was first detected by performing the cross correlation of Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy
Probe (WMAP) first-year data with the number count of radio galaxies from the NVSS
data and HEAO1 A1 X-ray data [42].
Thus, the ISW has contributions from the early and late time Universe. The first
occurrence is due to the fact that the Universe is not entirely matter dominated at the last
scattering surface. Potentials change with time when the Universe made a transition from
the radiation to matter domination era. Non-negligible radiation pressure leads to the
decay of the gravitational potential of perturbations which enter the horizon immediately
after the last scattering. The main early ISW contribution comes from this decay of
gravitational potential just after recombination. This is known as early ISW. On the other
hand, at present, we are living in the dark energy dominated Universe. The gravitational
potentials decay when the Universe becomes dark energy dominated after the matter-
dominated era. Anisotropies generated due to this effect is referred to as late time ISW
effect.
In Figure 1.3, we show the temperature power spectra due to the early and late ISW.
Late time ISW is dominant on the large scales as the horizon size is larger at low redshifts
where dark energy dominates. Late time ISW could be a clean probe of dark energy or
modified gravity. However, It is a difficult task to separate the ISW contribution from the
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primary temperature anisotropies. ISW effect has imprinted on the large scale structures
and cross correlated signal of CMB and galaxy surveys is a probe of ISW effect.
1.5.2 Rees Sciama Effect
Non-linear integrated Sachs Wolfe effect is sometimes known as Rees Sciama (RS) effect.
RS effect is the fluctuation in temperature in CMB caused by the time dependence of the
gravitational potential inside a non-linear structure. [43] first introduced the explanation
of non-linear clustering on the CMB in 1968. The fluctuations due to the RS effect is
very hard to detect, but it can be calculated using N-body simulations. The RS effect
from a typical distribution of non-linear object was established to be at most 10−6 [44]. If
the photon crossing time for a particular evolving structure is an appreciable fraction of
the non-linear structure evolution time scale, the blueshift gathered by each photon will
not be compensated by the corresponding redshift. As an outcome, there will be a net
change in the temperature of CMB photon. For Ω0 = 1 the RS effect expected to scale
with structure and the void site as follows [44]
∆T
T
=
(
δρ
ρ
) 3
2
d3(1 + z)
9
2 . (1.22)
Here δρ
ρ
is the density contrast of the void or structure at the redshift z and d is the
physical size of the object. The proper motion of the cluster and ρ supercluster also
contributes on the temperature fluctuation in CMB [45].
1.5.3 CMB lensing
Photons propagate from one point to another point following spacetime geodesics, which
is the shortest distance between those two points. The general theory of relativity predicts
that the path of the light will be bent if photons experience the presence of the gravita-
tional field. Massive objects in the Universe, such as galaxy clusters, but also unprocessed
density perturbations on scales of hundred of Mpc have a surrounding gravitational field.
In their way from the last scattering to us, photons get deflected due to the gradient of
the gravitational field. This effect changes the photon distribution along the line of sight
and modifies their statistics, becoming non-Gaussian, and their angular distribution as
well. CMB lensing has some unique features in the temperature and polarization power
spectra, as we summarize below. If a CMB photon is deflected with an angle, α, it can
be expressed with the lensing potential, φ(nˆ) [46, 47].
α = −2
∫ χ∗
0
dχ
fK(χ∗ − χ)
fK(χ∗)fK(χ)
φ(χnˆ; η0 − η) . (1.23)
The lensing potential can be expanded into spherical harmonics as
Φ(nˆ) =
∑
`m
φ`mY`m(nˆ) . (1.24)
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We can now construct lensing potential power spectra as 〈< φ`mφ`′m′〉 = δ``′δmm′Cφφ` .
CMB generates non-Gaussianity by correlating different modes. We can write the corre-
lation function for the temperature and polarization field as:
〈X(`1)X ′(`2)〉 = fφ(`1, `2))φ(L) . (1.25)
HereX andX ′ are the different combinations of T , E and B andL = `1+`2. The coupling
factor, fφ(`1, `2)) is the correlation function which depends on the unlensed power spectra.
Even the unlensed power spectra is statistically isotropic but for a given φ power spectra,
isotropy breaks in the observed lensed CMB. Using the non-Guassianity in the lensed
CMB, the lensing potential power spectra can be reconstructed by applying a quadratic
estimator [46, 46, 48, 49, 50]. CMB lensing is a powerful tool to understand the large
Figure 1.5: Power spectra of the lensing potential showing the effects of the
neutrino masses. Lensing reconstruction noise is calculated using Quicklens code
(https://github.com/dhanson/quicklens) using specifications from future B-mode satellite mea-
surements.
scale distribution of dark matter. Planck has detected the lensing signal with 5σ using
only polarization and combined with the temperature data, the detection is at the level
of 40σ. Lensing amplitude has degeneracies with the other cosmological parameters such
as τ ,
∑
mν , H0 and Ωb, dark energy and modified Gravity. Thus, precision measurement
of CMB lensing constrain these cosmological parameters.
As an illustration, Figure 1.5 shows the effects of the neutrino mass on the lensing
potential power spectra. The shape of the lensing power spectrum is due to the convolution
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between the background CMB anisotropies and the LSS lenses distributed across redshift.
Increase of the neutrino mass suppresses the lensing effect at ` & 60. We show the
reconstruction noise for an experiment with 1µK-arcmin sensitivity in temperature and 1
arcmin beam size. Future experiments such as CMB-bharat and PICO will have similar
lensing reconstruction noise [51, 52]. As we will see in the last Section, future experiments
such as Simons Observatory will constrain the neutrino mass, σ (
∑
mν) = 33 Mev using
CMB and LSS datasets [53, 54].
1.5.4 Ostriker-Vishniac effect
Scattering of CMB photons from ionized gas clouds will contribute to anisotropies at
an higher order perturbation theory. This effect is called Ostriker Vishniac (OV) effect
[55]. The measurements of fluctuations in CMB is highly sensitive to the cosmological
parameters and also the model of reionization history. Doppler anisotropies are suppressed
at the small scales, but non-linear perturbations become important at those scales. OV
generates non-Gaussianity in CMB by coupling modes between velocity and free electron
density fields. The predicted anisotropy of typical cold dark matter models is at about
50 µK at arc minute scale. [56].
1.5.5 Sunyaev Zel’dovich effect
CMB photons get scattered off by the hot electron gas present in the galaxy clusters and
intercluster medium via inverse Compton effect [57, 58]. This process creates spectral
distortion in the CMB (y-type) and also generates additional temperature fluctuations
[59]. Considering different physical processes, we can broadly categorize the SZ effect into
i) the Thermal Sunyaev Zeldovich (tSZ) ii) Kinetic Sunyaev Zeldovich (kSZ) and the iii)
relativistic Sunyaev Zeldovich (rSZ) effect, as we briefly describe now.
Kinetic SZ Effect
If we consider the rest frame of CMB photons as a reference frame then the galaxy
clusters are moving with respect to that frame. Hence, additional frequency distortion
will be introduced due to the cluster bulk velocity.[60]. This frequency distortions result
in temperature fluctuation in CMB, which is referred as kinetic SZ effect [61, 62]. If the
component of cluster velocity along the line of sight is vp, then the temperature fluctuation
in the non-relativistic limit (vp  c) is given as [63]
∆TkSZ
T0
= −τe
(vp
c
)
, (1.26)
where τe = σT
∫
ned`, is the optical depth of cluster. The change in CMB spectral intensity
due to the kSZ effect is given as [64]
∆Iν
Iν
= −τeβl xe
x
ex − 1 . (1.27)
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Here, x = hν/KbT and βl = vp/c. As the clusters subtend a small angle in the sky,
we can write the kSZ power spectrum under the Limber approximation. The kSZ power
spectrum is given by [65, 66]
CkSZ` =
∫
dzQ(z)〈vp(z)2Pe〉
(
`
χ(z)
, z
)
, (1.28)
where 〈vp(z)2〉 is the mean square velocity along the line of sight and Pe(k, z) is the power
spectrum of free electrons. The function Q(z) is
Q(z) = T 20
H(z)
χ(z)2
(
dτe
dz
)
e−2τ(z) . (1.29)
The Atacama Cosmology Telescope detected the kSZ signal for the first time [67]. They
measured a non zero mean pairwise momentum of the clusters from the kSZ signal. Future
CMB experiments will precisely measure the kSZ signal, which will become an independent
cosmological probe. For example, the kSZ signal has the potential to constrain the dark
energy and modified gravity [68, 69, 70]. The kSZ signal has two sources; i) from the
galaxy clusters at low redshifts (the late-time kSZ); ii) From the ionized bubbles during
the epoch of reionization (the early-time kSZ). It is very difficult to characterize the kSZ
signal from the primary CMB, tSZ and the point sources. A telescope such as CCAT-
prime with many frequency channels will be able to separate the foregrounds sufficiently
to have a clean measurement of the direct kSZ signal [71]. The precise measurement of
the kSZ would be able to break the degeneracy between the optical depth and the radial
velocity of the cluster. The radial velocity of galaxy clusters and the shape of the kSZ
signal could act as an alternative probe for studying the growth of the structures and
expansion history of our Universe.
Thermal SZ Effect
Thermal SZ effect occurs when CMB photons interact with hot, high energy electrons
inside the galaxy clusters by inverse Compton scattering [59]. When CMB photons pass-
through of the massive cluster, it has only 1% probability of interacting with an ICM
electron. An important property of the tSZ effect is that it is independent of the redshift
of the galaxy cluster. If a cluster atmosphere contains electron gas with density ne(r), the
scattering optical depth τe, Comptonization parameter y and x-ray spectral brightness bX
are given by [72]
τe =
∫
ne(r)σTdl , (1.30)
y =
∫
ne(r)σT
KbTe(r)
mec2
dl , (1.31)
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bX(E) =
1
4pi(1 + z)3
∫
ne(r)
2Λ(E, Te)dl , (1.32)
where z is the redshift of the cluster, Λ is the spectral emissivity of the gas at observed
X-ray energy E. Let x be the ratio of photon energy to the electron energy, expressed
as, x = hν
KbTe
. Inverse Compton effect can be simplified considering two cases: when
hν << KbTe and hν >> KbTe. But for the intermediate case we need to use Kompaneets
equation, which can be written as [73]
dN
dy
=
1
x2
[
x4
(
dN
dy
+N +N2
)]
. (1.33)
N is the photon occupation number given by Bose-Einstein (BE) distribution,
N =
1
e
hν
KbT − 1
.
We can solve the Kompaneets equation for hν  KbTe (x 1) case, implying
−2y = ln N
′
N
. (1.34)
N ′ = N + δN is the photon occupation number after passing through the cluster. Since
the observed amount is very small, we can Taylor expand lnN ′/N and get
−2y = ln
(
N + dN
N
)
= ln
(
1 +
dN
N
)
≈ dN
N
. (1.35)
Since N = 1
ex−1 ≈ 1x = KbThν . We have
dn
N
≈ dT
T
= −2y , (1.36)
which finally reduced to
∆T
T
= −2KbσT
mec2
∫
neTedl . (1.37)
In Figure 1.6, we show the frequency dependence of tSZ. We observe that at low frequency,
ν . 220, we will observe galaxy clusters appearing as black spots in CMB map, but if
we observe at high frequencies, ν & 220, those points will look brighter than the mean
CMB temperature. Many galaxy clusters are detected through the tSZ effect by CMB
experiments such as South Pole Telescope2 (SPT) [74], Atacama Cosmology Telescope3
(ACT) [75] and Planck [13].
2https://pole.uchicago.edu/
3https://act.princeton.edu/
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Figure 1.6: Predicted tSZ, kSZ and rSZ signal. This picture is taken from the Cerro Chajnantor
Atacama Telescope (CCAT-p) website (http://www.ccatobservatory.org/). The parameters used
for the simulation is described in [76].
Relativistic SZ Effect
The calculations of temperature fluctuations due to the SZ effect are correct whenKbTe <<
mec
2. If the temperature of electrons is higher, one should include the relativistic correc-
tions in the Kompaneet’s equation. One can expand the Kompaneet’s equation in powers
of x = KTe/mec2. This correction makes the calculations of the temperature fluctuations
very complicated but numerically solvable. This has been addressed by many studies, and
yet the rSZ signal is not detected [77, 78, 79, 80, 81]. The spectral distortion due to the
the relativistic SZ effect can be expressed as [82]
ItSZ,relν (nˆ,M, z) = gνy(nˆ,M, z) + gνδ
rel
ν (nˆ, Te)y(nˆ,M, z) . (1.38)
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Here, δrelν is the additional distortion term which depends on the gas temperature of the
cluster, Te. gν is the spectral function of tSZ, which can be writen as [82]
gν =
(2KBT0)
3
(hc2)
x4ex
(ex − 1)2
[
x coth
(x
2
)
− 4
]
. (1.39)
As relativistic effects change the frequency dependence of the SZ signal, they do also for
the cross over frequency, x0. To take into account the relativistic effects in tSZ, one has
to expand the Kompaneets equation in a power series of x. The numerical fit is given
by [80] by taking into account the third-order correction term. Thus, the new cross over
frequency also changes which is given by a numerical fit as [83]
x0 = 3.830(1 + 1.1674x− 0.8533x2) . (1.40)
In principle, relativistic corrections should be made for the calculation of the kSZ signal if
the velocity of the cluster is high enough. The relativistic kSZ term is rather small which
corresponds to 〈y〉 = 10−8 after averaging over all the clusters [84]. In Figure 1.6 we show
the frequency dependence of the intensity due to the tSZ, kSZ and rSZ effects.
1.6 Foregrounds
We won’t be addressing open problems concerning Foreground emissions for CMB exper-
iments in this Thesis. On the other hand, we would like to highlight the main challenges
associated to them in this Section, as they are most relevant nowadays, especially in po-
larization and for B-modes in particular. We will focus on the diffuse foregrounds only,
emitted by our own Galaxy. At the present level of knowledge, two emissions contribute
to the polarized Galactic emission. The synchrotron is caused by cosmic ray electrons
spiraling the Galactic magnetic field lines. The dust grains have instead an almost ther-
mal spectrm (grey body), at a temperature of about 18 K, and heated back by starlight.
The synchrotron is dominant at low frequencies, ν . 60 while dust emission dominates
at higher ones. Figure 1.7 shows the contamination on the lensing B-modes to the Syn-
chrotron and dust emission as forecasted by the Simons Observatory [85]. The frequency
bands are highlighted in grey, and the rms of foreground refer to about 10% of the sky.
Synchrotron and thermal dust emissions are generate in map space for the SAT fore-
casts using the PySM model [86], which extrapolates template Galactic emission maps
estimated from Planck and WMAP data. As an illustration of the Foreground behavior
across the whole sky, we also show Planck maps with foregrounds in Figure 1.8, in total
intensity. The Galactic emission is dominated by synchrotron at 30 GHz, mixed between
synchrotron and dust at 100 GHz, dust dominated at 545 GHz.
There are several foreground removal methods which follow different assumptions in
order to extract the CMB signal. We highlight the parametric fitting in which foreground
and background unknowns are parametrized and fitted out of multi-frequency datasets
[88, 89, 90], using a data model written as
di(p) =
∑
j
Aij(p)sj(p) + ni(p) . (1.41)
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Figure 1.7: RMS brightness temperature variation of synchrotron, dust and CMB lensing B
mode with frequency, over 10% of the sky, in the targeted region for the Simons Observatory.
The virticle dashed lines represent central frequencies of the Small aperture telescopes (SATs) of
the Simons Observatory.
Here, di(p) is the measured signal in each frequency band i. sj(p) is the unknown vector
which contains both CMB and foregrounds, and these components are labeled by running
index j. Aij(p) is the mixing matrix which combines different sky components in a certain
way so that it gives the signal for each of the considered frequency channels. np is the
uncorrelated Gaussian instrumental noise with dispersion Ni.
In simple applications, synchrotron is assumed to follow a power law behaviour as
[91, 92]
Asyn(ν, νref) =
(
ν
νref
)βs
, (1.42)
where νref is the reference frequency and βs is the spectral index for synchrotron. The
dust emission is described by modified grey body spectrum, given by [92]
Adust(ν, νref) =
(
ν
νref
)βd+1 ehνrefkTd − 1
e
hν
kTd − 1
. (1.43)
βd and Td are the spectral index and temperature of dust respectively. Explicit applica-
tions and results of this phenomenology to Planck can be found in [91].
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Figure 1.8: The CMB sky seen by Planck with 30, 100 and 545 GHz. All the maps are taken
from the Planck Legacy Archive (https://pla.esac.esa.int) [87].
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1.7 Present and Future CMB experiments
We end this Chapter by reviewing the present measures concerning the CMB and the
most important future experiments.
In figure 1.9, we show the temperature power spectra as measured by Planck [13].
The error bars shown in the figure corresponds to the 1σ uncertainty, and the continue
line the prediction from the fiducial ΛCDM model. The latter consists of six independent
parameters which are Hubble constant (H0), dark matter density (Ωc), baryon density
(Ωb), the amplitude of the primordial perturbation (As), scalar spectral index (ns) and
the optical depth (τ). The measurements are complemented by the WMAP measurements
[93] and on smaller scales by the ACTpol and SPTpol observations [94, 95]. All together,
the data allow to constrain all six ΛCDM parameters by percent precision or better.
1.7.1 Future Probes
For a full list of operating and future probes, please see the Legacy Archive for Microwave
Background Data Analysis5. We report here only the future probes we use for our forecasts
in this Thesis.
Simons Observatory: The SO is being deployed in the Atacama Desert in Chile
and will operate in six frequency channels from 27 GHz to 280 GHz. The SO is a series
of telescopes which consists of three Small 0.4 m Aperture Telescopes (SATs) and one
6 m Large Aperture Telescope (LAT). The LAT will scan 40% of the sky with arcmin
resolution, and SATs will observe 10% of the sky at degree scale. The overall sensitivity
and resolution will be ten times and five times compared to the Planck satellite [53, 101,
102]. One of the most important science goals of SO is to measure the amplitude of
the primordial B-mode signal. So will target to probe the the primordial B modes with
uncertainty σ(r) = 0.003 for an r = 0 model [53]. This will be able to detect primordial
GWs with r ≥ 0.01 with at least 3σ. So will also aim to measure the sum of neutrino
mass with uncertainty σ
∑
mν = 0.04 via CMB lensing, cluster counts through SZ effect
combined with LSS data from Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument 6 (DESI) [103]. SO
will play an important to constrain the duration and mean redshift of reionization.
CCAT-prime: CCAT-prime is a 6-meter telescope which will be built up at an
altitude of 5600 meters at Cerro Chajnantor in the Atacama region of Chile. Due to
its substantial altitude, atmospheric noise will be less than the other experiments in the
Atacama desert. CCAT prime will observe in the frequency range 100 to 800 GHz; hence,
the study of dust contamination will play an essential role in the detection of primordial B
modes. CCAT prime will probe reionization via the cooling radiation in the 158 µ m [CII]
line from star-forming galaxies. Detection of kSZ and relativistic SZ signal, measurement
of the sum of neutrino mass, constraining the Dark energy parameters via kSZ are the
other vital goals of CCAT-prime.
CMB-S4: CMB-S4 (CMB stage IV)is a planned fourth-generation CMB experiment
5https://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov
6https://www.desi.lbl.gov/
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Figure 1.9: Top panel: Best-fit temperature power spectra measured by Planck along with
measurements. Bottom panel: The best fit E-mode power spectra measure by Planck [13].
from the ground. It will consist of the 500, 000 detectors by combining the telescope arrays
situated both in the Atacama desert and South pole. The ultimate sensitivity will be 1
µK-arcmn with three arcmin resolution. CMB-S4 will be able constrain the neutrino mass
and number of effective number of neutrino species reaching a sensitivity σ(
∑
mν) = 16
MeV, σ(Neff) = 0.02. It will also be able to detect the primordial gravitational wave due
to inflation for r & 10−3 with 5σ.
LiteBIRD: the LiteBIRD satellite mission by JAXA7 with participation of ESA and
7Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
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Figure 1.10: Current status of CMB polarization observation towards the detection of primor-
dial B modes. Solid black lines represent primordial B-mode power spectra with r = 0.2,
10−2 and 10−3. We put all the data points from the data taken by BICEP2 4 [96], BI-
CEP2+Keck/Planck, POLARBEAR and SPT [97, 98, 99, 100]. Lensing B-mode is shown in
a solid red line. We also show lensing E-mode (red dashed line) power spectra for comparison.
NASA 8 to measure the temperature and polarization anisotropies of the CMB with 15
frequency bands from 40 GHz to 402 GHz [104]. For the detection of primordial B modes
with σ(r) . 10−3 with r = 0. LiteBIRD will also measure the reionization optical depth
τ with ultimate precision at the cosmic variance limit, and the forecasted uncertainty is
σ(τ) = 0.002 [104].
8European Space Agency and the National Aeronautics Space Administration

Chapter 2
Optical Depth reconstruction
A feature of science is that as the
frontiers of our knowledge are
extended, new mysteries, just beyond
the frontiers, come into sharper focus
Martin J. Rees
2.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we study the capability of future CMB experiments concerning the re-
construction and understanding of the reionization process, by probing not only the sky
averaged reionization history, but also the accessible information regarding its morphology
through the dependence on the line of sight. That would provide invaluable insight into
the reionization process which would open unprecedented windows on the astrophysical
processes responsible for the epoch of reionization, but also allowing to reconstruct the
overall behaviour of cosmology at those epochs.
Ultraviolet radiation from first sources ionizes the IGM and alters the thermal, ion-
ization and chemical properties of the gas. The reionization optical depth τ , weighting
Thomson cross-section along the line of sight, represents a most important characteriza-
tion of the effect. Through the measurements of large-scale E-mode polarization in the
CMB anisotropies ("reionization bump"), the WMAP has constrained the sky average
optical depth to be 0.089 ± 0.014 [105]; the Planck satellite, by combining the polariza-
tion data ranging from 30 to 353 GHz, reported a lower value, τ = 0.058 ± 0.012 [106].
In Figure 2.1, we show the improvement of the measurement of τ by WMAP and Planck.
This Chapter has been derived from [107] where the 2015 value of τ from Planck was used,
slightly different from the one we quote in Chapter 3 which refers to the 2018 release. For
consistency, we will adopt the old value in this Chapter.
Accurate τ measurements are crucial for breaking degeneracies with the amplitude of
the primordial scalar perturbations As in order to infer the dependence of the primordial
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power with physical scales. However, a precise astrophysical knowledge of the reioniza-
tion process is necessary for interpreting and exploiting the τ measurements expected
from future CMB polarization experiments. Most important targets of these efforts are
represented by the B-modes of CMB polarization from cosmological Gravitational Waves
and Gravitational Lensing. Currently the POLARBEAR/Simons Array [108, 109], BI-
CEP13 [96], ACTpol2[75], SPT 3G3[74], SPIDER4 [110], EBEX5 [111] and others6 are
searching these signals. In the near future, the Simons Observatory 7 will be observing
from the Atacama desert, paving the way to a network of ground-based systems equipped
with 104 detectors, which will represent the Stage-IV (CMB-S4) phase of ground-based
CMB experiment.
The detection of almost complete Lyα absorption in the spectra of distant quasars
may suggest that the end of reionization occurred around z ≈ 6 [112]. Recent data on
the evolution of Lyα optical depth show a sharp increase for redshift z larger than 6− 7.
A similar conclusion is supported by the study of the line of sight variations in the IGM
Lyα optical depth [113]. Moreover, the Lyα transmission profile of the highest-redshift
quasar (Quasi-Stellar Objects, QSO) ULAS J112001.48+064124.3 at z ∼ 7.1 is strikingly
different from that of two lower redshifts z ∼ 6.3− 6.4 counterparts detected in the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS8). It features a measured near-zone radius of ∼ 1.9 Mpc, a
factor of ∼ 3 smaller than it is typical for QSOs at z ∼ 6− 6.5 [114], suggesting higher−z
QSOs live in an IGM whose HI fraction is much higher. High redshift GRBs with their
bright afterglow can also be exploited as probes of cosmic reionization, dispensing with
some of the complications inherent to QSO observations. Extreme drop off in transmission
profile of GRB140515A at z ≈ 6.3 places an upper limit on HI fraction at these redshift
[115, 116]. Several studies support the picture that first galaxies in the Universe are
the primary source of reionization [117, 118, 119] but the morphology of the reionization
process is still poorly understood. Numerical simulations, as well as analytical studies,
suggest that ionization fraction is spatially inhomogeneous [120, 117, 121]. Reionization
sources first ionize the surrounding IGM by producing ionized bubbles around them and
later they grow and merge [122, 123]. Patchy reionization produces different scattering
histories along a different line of sights so that the value of τ varies with the direction.
Patchy reionization also generates kSZ signal due to the peculiar motion of ionized bubbles
along the line of sight [124, 125]. In the near future, it will be possible to detect patchy kSZ
signal and separating that from other secondary anisotropies in the CMB, by exploiting
an accurate astrophysical modelling [66]. [126] constrained the optical depth fluctuations
by estimating the trispectrum from Planck 2015 CMB temperature anisotropies data.
The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2.2 we discuss a realistic model of
1Background Imaging of Cosmic Extragalactic Polarization, www.cfa.harvard.edu/CMB/bicep3
2Atacama Cosmology Telescope (polarization-sensitive), https://act.princeton.edu/
3South Pole Telescope (third generation), https://pole.uchicago.edu/
4https://spider.princeton.edu
5The E and B Experiment, http://groups.physics.umn.edu/cosmology/ebex/
6See lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov for a complete list of operating and planned CMB experiments.
7https://simonsobservatory.org
8www.sdss.org
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reionization based on recent determination of the star formation rate functions. In Sec-
tion 2.3 we study the effects of reionization on the CMB. In Section 2.4 we implement
the reconstruction method first introduced by [127] and forecast the capabilities of fu-
ture CMB experiments with specifications corresponding to CMB-S4 to detect patchy
reionization. In Section 2.5 we summarize our findings. Throughout this work we as-
sume flat ΛCDM cosmology with parameters h = 0.677, Ωbh2 = 0.02230, Ωch2 = 0.1188,
ΩΛ = 0.6911, ns = 0.9667, As = 2.142 × 10−9, derived from the combinations of Planck
TT,TE,EE,LowP+Lensing+Ext [128]. Stellar masses and luminosities of galaxies are
based on a Chabrier initial mass function [20].
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Figure 2.1: The measured value of τ has been improved significantly from the WMAP to Planck
era. This plot shows the value of τ is now very well constraint and hence, also the mean redshift
and duration of reionization.
2.2 Realistic Models of Reionization
This Section describes our model of reionization based on the assumption that star-
forming galaxies are the primary source of ionizing photons.
2.2.1 SFR functions
In this Chapter, we assume the [129, 130] and [119] models of cosmological star formation
history. These are based on analyses of recent dust-corrected UV, far-IR and radio data
(see figure 2.2).
For galaxies with relatively low star formation rates (M˙? . 30M yr−1), UV ob-
servations are the most important tracers of the SFR. Dust emission is mainly due to
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the diffuse (cirrus) dust component, and attenuation is mild. Thus UV data extending
down to a magnitude MUV ≈ −17 have been dust-corrected according to the local em-
pirical relation between the UV slope βUV and the IR-to-UV luminosity ratio IRX [see
131], that is also routinely exploited for high-redshift galaxies [see 132, 133, 134, 135]. A
Meurer/Calzetti prescription has been adopted, but the determination of the SFR func-
tions is only marginally affected at the faint end by choosing a different extinction law,
like for example the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) one.
For galaxies with relatively higher star formation rates, far-IR and radio data are the
most important tracers as dust emission is largely dominated by molecular clouds and the
UV dust corrections are large and uncertain [see 136, 137, 138, 139, 140]. Interestingly,
the shape of the SFR function for M˙? & 102M yr−1, which so far has been probed only
indirectly at z & 4 due to sensitivity limits in current far-IR surveys, is found to agree out
to z . 6 with the constraints from the recent VLA-COSMOS radio survey [see 141] and
from the few individual galaxies detected at z & 5 with ALMA and SMA [see 142, 143].
The luminosity L has been converted into the SFR M˙? using log M˙?/M yr−1 ≈
−9.8 + logL/L, a good approximation both for far-IR and (intrinsic) UV luminosities,
as expected on energy conservation arguments, under the assumption of a Chabrier’s
IMF. Note that actually this conversion factor depends on the star formation history, and
specifically on duration and age of the burst [see 137, 144]; the standard value adopted
here is the average for a continuous star formation over 100 Myr, the age at which 90%
of emission has been contributed [see 145, their table 1].
The SFR function can be described as a smooth Schechter function
dN
d log M˙?
(M˙?, z) = N (z)
[
M˙?
M˙?,c(z)
]1−α(z)
e−M˙?/M˙?,c(z) , (2.1)
with three parameters: the overall normalization N , the characteristic SFR M˙?,c and the
faint end slope α. The redshift evolution for each parameter p(z) of the Schechter function
has been described as a third-order polynomial in log-redshift p(z) = p0+p1 ξ+p2 ξ2+p3 ξ3,
with ξ = log(1+z). The values of the parameters {pi} are reported in Table 1 of [119]. In
Figure 2.2 dashed lines refer to the (dust-corrected) UV-inferred SFR functions while solid
line to the global (UV+far-IR/radio) SFR functions. The behavior of the normalization
N and of the characteristic SFR M˙?,c highlights that UV surveys tend to pick up many
galaxies with low SFR, while far-IR surveys also select less numerous galaxies with higher
SFR; this mirrors the fact that high SFRs are usually associated to large dust abundance.
The evolution with redshift of these parameters shows that most of the SFR occurs in
dusty galaxies around redshift z ≈ 2 (cf. also Figure 2.3); on the other hand, toward
high redshift z & 6 the dust content progressively decreases and UV surveys become more
effective in selecting the typical population of star forming galaxies. For the purpose of
this chapter, the high-redshift evolution is most relevant.
[129, 130] and [119] validate the SFR functions against independent datasets, includ-
ing integrated galaxy number, counts at significative far-IR/(sub)mm/radio wavelengths,
counts/redshift distributions of strongly gravitationally-lensed galaxies, stellar mass func-
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tion via the continuity equation, main sequence of star-forming galaxies, and even asso-
ciated AGN statistics. In particular, the analysis of the main sequence for high-redshift
galaxies and AGNs presented in [146], and Lapi et al. (2017b) highlights that the current
data can be consistently interpreted in terms of an in situ coevolution scenario for star
formation and black hole accretion, envisaging these as local, time coordinated processes.
Since faint galaxies are likely the source of much of the ionizing background, we need to
extrapolate the SFR to well beyond the magnitude limit of the current blank field surveys
MUV ≈ −17 (corresponding to SFR M˙? ≈ a few 10−1M yr−1) down to MUV ≈ −13
(corresponding to SFR M˙? ≈ a few 10−2M yr−1). Actually, at redshifts z . 6 the faint
end of the luminosity/SFR functions has been recently explored, though still with large
uncertainties, even down to MUV ≈ −13 via gravitational lensing by foreground galaxy
clusters [see 147, 148, 149, 134]. We have reported (but not used in the fit because of
the still large systematic uncertainties) these data in Figure 2.2 to highlight that they
are indeed consistent with the extrapolation of our SFR functions; specifically, the faint
portion of the SFR function is seen to keep rising steeply with α . 2 out to z . 6.
2.2.2 Cosmic star formation rate density
Based on the star formation rate functions in the previous section, we can compute a star
formation rate density:
ρSFR(z) =
∫ ∞
M˙min?
d log M˙?
dN
d log M˙?
M˙? ; (2.2)
Since the SFR function diverges at the faint end (α & 1), the results are sensitive to the
minimum SFR cutoff, M˙min? . Figure 2.3 shows the cosmic star formation rate based on
integrating the UV-corrected SFR to three cut-offs: MUV ≈ −17, the observational limit
of current blank field surveys. The outcome matches the determination by [150, dotted
line] and is in good agreement with the dust corrected data by [151, cyan shaded area] at
z . 4 and by [133, cyan squares] at z & 4. On the other hand, the cosmic SFR density
from (dust-corrected) UV data is inconsistent with other datasets both at low and high
redshift. Specifically, at redshift z . 4 it falls short with respect to the multiwavelength
determination by [152, orange shaded area] based on UV/optical, radio, Hα and mid-IR
24µm data, to the far-IR measurements from Herschel by [153] and [154, red shaded
area], and by the recent estimate from deblended data from Herschel, JCMT/AzTEC
and JCMT/SCUBA-2 in the GOODS field by [155]. At redshift z & 4 it underestimates
the determinations based on stacking of far-IR data from Herschel by [156, red dots], the
measurements from radio data by [141], and the estimates based on long GRB rates from
Swift by [157, 158]. This mostly reflects the fact, already mentioned above, that the UV-
inferred SFR functions (even corrected for dust extinction by the UV slope) appreciably
underestimate the number density of dusty galaxies with M˙? & 30M yr−1.
Then we compute the cosmic SFR density exploiting our global SFR functions down
to the same magnitude limit MminUV ≈ −17. The outcome (solid line) is found to be in
good agreement both with the [152], [154] and [155] determinations at z . 4, with the
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stacked far-IR data by [156] at z & 4. In Figure 2.3 we also show the outcomes when
integrating our global SFR functions down to M limUV ≈ −13 (dot-dashed line) and −12
(dashed line); as we shall discuss in the next Section, these value are suggested by the
recent data on the reionization history of the Universe in terms of electron scattering
optical depth τes ≈ 0.058 as measured by [159].
Figure 2.2: The SFR functions at redshifts z = 0 (green), 1 (red), 3 (orange), 6 (cyan), and 8
(blue) determined according to the procedure by [129, 130, 146] and [119]. Solid lines refer to the
rendition from UV (dust corrected according to standard prescriptions based on the UV slope)
plus far-IR/radio data; dotted lines refer to the rendition from only (dust-corrected) UV data.
UV data (open symbols) are from [160, diamonds], [133, pentagons], [161, inverse triangles], [162,
triangles], [163, spirals], [164, crosses], [148, asterisks], [134, plus signs]; far-IR data from [165,
hexagons], [153, circles], [154, squares], [119, stars], and [166, pacmans]; radio data from [141,
clovers].
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Figure 2.3: Cosmic SFR density as a function of redshift. The solid, dot-dashed, and dashed
lines are our results on using the SFR functions from UV+far-IR/radio data presented in Fig-
ure 2.2, integrated down to a magnitude limit MUV . −17, −13, and −12, respectively. For
comparison, the dotted line illustrates the determination by [150] from dust-corrected UV data
integrated down to a magnitude limit MUV . −17. At z . 4 data are from (dust-corrected)
UV observations by [151, cyan shaded area]; far-IR observations by [154, magenta shaded area];
multiwavelength determination including UV, radio, Hα, and mid-IR 24 µm data collected by
[152, orange shaded area]; deblended far-IR/sub-mm data on the GOODS field by Liu et al.
(2017; red stars). At higher redshifts z & 4, we report the estimate of the SFR density inferred
from (dust-corrected) UV data by [133, cyan sqares], stacked IR data by [156, magenta circles],
and long GRB rates by [157, 158, green stars].
2.2.3 Reionization history
The cosmic star formation history determines the cosmic ionization history. The cosmic
ionization rate is proportional to cosmic SFR density:
N˙ion ≈ fesc kion ρSFR ; (2.3)
here kion ≈ 4 × 1053 is the number of ionizing photons s−1 (M/yr)−1, with the quoted
value appropriate for a Chabrier IMF, and fesc ≈ 1 − 20% is the poorly constrained
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Figure 2.4: Reionization history of the universe, in terms of the redshift evolution of the optical
depth τes for electron scattering. Thick solid, dot-dashed and dashed lines illustrate the outcomes
of the EERM for the cosmic SFR density integrated down to UV-magnitude limits MUV . −17,
−13, and −12, respectively; thin lines refer to SFR density truncated at z > 8. For reference,
the dotted line refers to a fully ionized universe up to redshift z. The green line shows the
measurement (with the 1σ and 2σ uncertainty regions highlighted by the dark and light green
areas respectively) from [159].
average escape fraction for ionizing photons from the interstellar medium of high-redshift
galaxies [see 167, 168, 169]. Note that two other parameters implicitly entering in the
expression ρSFR are the minimum UV limiting magnitude, and the faint-end slope of the
SFR functions α discussed at the end of Section 2.2.1.
The competition between ionization and recombination determines the evolution of
the ionization state of the universe [see 170, 171]:
Q˙HII =
N˙ion
n¯H
− QHII
trec
(2.4)
Here n¯H ≈ 2 × 10−7 (Ωbh2/0.022) cm−3 is the mean comoving hydrogen number density.
In addition, the recombination timescale reads trec ≈ 3.2 Gyr [(1 + z)/7]−3C−1HII, where
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the case B coefficient for an IGM temperature of 2× 104 K has been used; this timescale
crucially depends on the clumping factor of the ionized hydrogen, for which a fiducial
value CHII ≈ 3 is usually adopted [see 172].
The electron scattering optical depth is proportional to the integrated electron density
along the line-of-sight:
τes(z) = c σT n¯H
∫ t0
t
dt′ feQHII(z′)(1 + z′)2; (2.5)
here dt = dz
H(z)
and H(z) = H0 [ΩM (1 + z)3 + 1 − ΩM ]1/2 is the Hubble parameter, c is
the speed of light, σT the Thomson cross section and fe the number of free-electrons per
ionized hydrogen atom (assuming double Helium ionization at z . 4.).
Figure 2.4 shows the cosmic reionization history computed from our global SFR func-
tion integrated down to differentM limUV, on assuming a conservative value fesc ≈ 0.1 for the
escape fraction of ionizing photons. When adoptingM limUV ≈ −13, the outcome (black dot-
dashed line) agrees with the value of the optical depth for electron scattering τ ≈ 0.058
recently measured by the Planck mission. For reference, the dotted line represents the
optical depth expected in a fully ionized Universe up to redshift z; this is to show that
the bulk of the reionization process occurred at z ∼ 8 − 9 and was almost completed at
z ∼ 6 [see 173]. Note that from this perspective, the detailed behaviour of the SFR func-
tions at z . 6 and at z & 10, and the related ionizing background, are only marginally
relevant. Remarkably, the evolution of the ionized fraction QHII illustrated in the inset is
fully consistent with upper and lower limits from the plethora of independent observations
collected by [169].
When adopting M limUV ≈ −17, that corresponds to the observational limits of current
blank-field UV surveys at z & 6 (cf. Figure2.3), the outcome on the optical depth (solid
black line) touches the lower boundary of the 1σ region allowed by Planck data, and
the evolution of the QHII parameter is inconsistent with the aforementioned observational
limits. At the other end, going much beyond M limUV ≈ −13 is not allowed, since already for
M limUV ≈ −12 the resulting optical depth (black dashed line) touches the upper boundary
of the 1σ region from Planck data.
Note that these outcomes suffer to some extent of parameter degeneracy, as highlighted
by the expression
fesc kion C
−0.3
HII Γ[2− α; M˙ lim? /M˙?,c] ≈ const, (2.6)
where Γ[a; z] ≡ ∫∞
z
dx xa−1 e−x is the incomplete Γ−function; the parameters involved
are the escape fraction fesc, the ionizing rate per unit SFR kion associated mainly to
the IMF, the clumping factor CHII, the faint-end slope of the SFR function α, and the
UV magnitude limit M limUV. The strongest dependencies are on fesc and on the limiting
magnitude M limUV. For example, to reproduce the Planck best estimate τes ≈ 0.058 for
M limUV ≈ −17, it would be necessary to force fesc to implausible values & 0.2; at the other
end, setting M limUV ≈ −12 would require fesc . 0.05, but at the cost of worsening the
agreement with the observational constraints on QHII.
Thus the combined constraints on the cosmic reionization history from Planck and the
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Experiment Sensitivity ∆T θf
name [µK arcminute] [arcminute]
CMB-S4 (a) 1 1
CMB-S4 (b) 0.5 1
Litebird 1.8 16
Table 2.1: θf is the full width half maxima of the incident beam. CMB-S4 (a) case is the
configuration taken from the CMB-S4 first science book [54] but as it is not still built up, just
to be optimistic we are considering higher sensitive configuration in S4 (b) case.
cosmic SFR density measured at high redshifts z & 6 from galaxy surveys (see Figure 2.3)
point toward a limiting UV magnitude M limUV ≈ −13 and to an escape fraction fesc ≈ 10%.
Figure 2.4 shows the reionization history computed from our cosmic SFR density
integrated down to different UV magnitude limits M limUV, on assuming a standard value
fesc ≈ 0.1 for the escape fraction of ionizing photons. When adopting M limUV ≈ −13, the
outcome (black dot-dashed line) agrees with the value of the optical depth for electron
scattering τ ≈ 0.058 recently measured by the Planck mission. For reference, the dotted
line represents the optical depth expected in a fully ionized Universe up to redshift z; this
is to show that the bulk of the reionization process occurred at z ∼ 8− 9 and was almost
completed at z ∼ 6 [see 173]. The thin lines in the same Figure show the outcome when
the SFR density is truncated for z > 8. Note that from these perspectives, the detailed
behaviour of the cosmic SFR density at z . 6 and its extrapolation beyond at z & 10 are
only marginally relevant.
2.3 CMB effects from Reionization
The cosmological reionization process makes its signatures in the observed CMB sky. If
the reionization process did not take place, CMB photons could free-stream preserving
their spectral shape originated at the time of recombination. The CMB spectral shape
changes due to the y-type distortion by Comptonization process during reionization epoch
[174]. The Compton y parameter is of the order of 1.93× 10−7 for τ = 0.058 and electron
temperature Te = 2× 104 K [175]. Rich groups at z ∼ 1 will produce a larger y distortion
signal, ∼ 1− 2× 10−6 [82]. Due to the generation of free electrons along the line of sight,
CMB photons scattered off by those electrons during the reionization epoch, and Thomson
scattering generates new polarization at the large angular scales which adds up with the
polarization induced at the last scattering surface. Primary CMB anisotropies are damped
in all scales by a factor e−τ¯ , where τ¯ is the mean reionization optical depth across the sky.
Similar to CMB lensing, reionization also creates non-Gaussianity on CMB by correlating
different Fourier modes. In this Section we will discuss reionization morphology effects on
the CMB by taking into account the reionization model discussed in the previous Section
and hereafter labelled as Empirical Extended Reionization Model (EERM). Throughout
this Chapter, we adopt two foreseen experiments representing the constraining capability
of the CMB in the next decade. The first is represented by the network of ground-based
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observatories mounting ∼ 104 detectors, known as stage-IV experiment (CMB-S4) and
the second one is the LiteBIRD satellite from the Japanese space agency, optimized for
large scale CMB polarization observations [176]. The main features of the probes in terms
of angular resolution and sensitivity are summarized in Table 2.1.
2.3.1 Sky-averaged effect
The sky-averaged reionization optical depth has been defined in Eq. (2.5) and can be also
written as
τ(z) = cσT
∫ z
0
n¯e(z
′)dz′
dt
dz′
, (2.7)
Where c is the velocity of light in free space, σT is the Thomson scattering cross section
and n¯e(z) is the mean free electron number density. As in Eq. (2.5) we express n¯e(z)
in terms of present number density of protons np0 and ionization fraction xe(z) so that
n¯e(z) = np0(1+z)
3xe(z) and dt/dz = [H(z)(1+z)]−1, whereH(z) is the Hubble parameter.
The tanh reionization model [177] is most commonly used to parametrize the reion-
ization history of the universe and it is implemented inside Boltzmann equation solver
codes like CAMB , CLASS [177, 35]:
xe(z) =
1
2
[
1 + tanh
(
yre − y(z)
∆y
)]
, (2.8)
where y(z) = (1 + z)
3
2 , yre = y(zre) and ∆y = 1.5
√
(1 + z)∆z. Two free parameters of
the model are the redshift zre at which ionization becomes at the 50% level and ∆z, the
width of the transition from neutral to fully ionizing state in redshift units.
We implement our reionization model, EERM by modifying CLASS code to check to
which extent the EE and BB power spectrum sensitive to different ionization histories.
In Figure 2.5 we compare the ionization history for EERM and the tanh reionization
model corresponding to τ = 0.070 (green), 0.058 (blue) and 0.044 (red), together with
upper and lower limits from various observations collected by [169, empty circles]. EERM
predicts more extended reionization process roughly in between the redshift range 10 to
6 corresponding to τ = 0.058 (solid blue line) whereas for the tanh case xe changes more
sharply at around z ≈ 7− 8 (dashed blue line). In Figure 2.6 EE spectra show the effect
of the optical depth τ as the amplitude of the bump increases with higher τ value. Size
of the horizon at the time of reionization is much larger than the horizon size at the time
of the last scattering, hence the ` range at which the EE spectra become maximum is
sensitive to mean redshift of reionization. The height of the reionization bump in the EE
spectra is maximum around ` ≈ 4 for EERM whereas for tanh reionization model it is
around ` ≈ 3. The shift is due to slight anticipation of the reionization process in the
tanh model. However, the difference between EERM ad the tanh model is difficult to
probe at the power spectrum level, as shown by the error bars on the EE spectra for the
LiteBIRD sensitivity.
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Figure 2.5: Solid lines represent the ionization history of the universe for three different op-
tical depths considering EERM; the dashed lines are reionization histories calculated by the
CLASS code using the tanh model for the same optical depths. Upper (red) and lower (black)
observational limits from various data collected by [169].
2.3.2 Patchy Reionization
We now focus on morphological aspects of the reionization process, the three most new
effects with respect to those discussed previously are the following.
First, since we are considering the inhomogeneous reionization, optical depth τ will
be direction-dependent quantity in the CMB sky, and the temperature and polarization
anisotropy from the last scattering surface gets screened by a factor of e−τ(nˆ) [178].
Second, new large scale polarization is generated as CMB local temperature quadrupole
is scattered by the ionized regions, thereafter dubbed bubbles.
Third, the peculiar motion of the ionized bubbles induces additional temperature fluc-
tuations by KSZ during the epoch of reionization. KSZ effect due to patchy reionization
will generate new power on small scales (around l ≈ 3000) [179, 66] in temperature power
spectrum. In this Chapter, we will not consider KSZ contribution as our interest is inves-
tigating the polarization anisotropy due to patchy reionization.
We assume the reionization happened by the percolation of ionized HII bubles as well
as the the growth in R [180, 181] inside the neutral intergalactic medium. We consider
the size R of ionized bubbles following a log-normal distribution with two free parameters,
the characteristic bubble size R¯ (in Mpc) and the standard deviation σlnr, given by
P (R) =
1
R
1√
2piσ2lnr
exp
[
−{ln
(
R/R¯
)}2
2σ2lnr
]
. (2.9)
A bias b in the dark matter halo distribution will also influence the number density
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Figure 2.6: Upper panel: solid lines describe the EE power spectra for EERM and dashed lines
for the tanh model, on adopting τ = 0.046 (red), 0.058 (blue) and 0.070 (green). Shaded area
shows the 1σ cosmic variance limit corresponding to τ = 0.058. Errorbars refer to the LiteBIRD
sensitivity. In the bottom panel we plot the corresponding BB spectra.
of ionized bubbles, but for simplicity we assume the bubble bias to be not evolving with
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Figure 2.7: Distribution of bubble radius for different R¯ and σlnr as reported.
redshift and independent of the bubble radius (in the redshift range of our interest); in this
Chapter, we use b = 6. In Figure 2.7 we show the radial distribution of ionized bubbles
for EERM where we consider various values of R¯ and σlnr, be exploited in Section 2.5 to
investigate how the reionization model affects the observables of patchy reionization. We
stress that the radii distribution of bubbles strongly depends on the overall reionization
history. For higher reionization, optical depth w.r.t the present case, the distribution of
bubbles has been studied numerically considering the complicated evolution of ionized
bubbles during the reionization epoch[182]. We will comment more on this point in the
conclusion section.
The merging of ionization bubbles creates fluctuations in ionization fraction, δxe(nˆ, χ)
over the mean ionization fraction x¯e(χ) during the inhomogeneous reionization epoch, so
that
xe(nˆ, χ) = x¯e(χ) + δxe(nˆ, χ), (2.10)
τ(nˆ, χ) = cσTnp0
∫ χ
0
dχ
a2
[x¯e(χ) + δxe(nˆ, χ)] . (2.11)
In order to quantify the fluctuations in the ionization fraction, three dimensional power
spectrum is expressed by the sum of the 1-bubble and 2-bubble contributions in total
power spectrum corresponding to the scales in which rR (1b) and rR (2b), respec-
tively. The main assumption for calculating the power spectrum of δxe is that fluctuations
in free electron density trace the fluctuations in dark matter density [180]. We take ana-
lytic expressions of 1b and 2b contributions from [127], given by:
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Figure 2.8: Green, Blue and red solid and dashed lines are B mode power spectrum generated
due to patchy reionization for different values of τ and R¯ as reported for EERM. Purple, orange
and black solid lines are the noise level for the experimental configurations of LiteBIRD, CMB-S4
(a) and CMB-S4(b) respectively.
P 1bδxeδxe(k) = xe(1− xe) [α(k) + β(k)] , (2.12)
where the functional forms of α(k) and β(k) are given by
α(k) =
∫
dRP (R)[V (R)W (KR)]2∫
dRP (R)V (R)
, (2.13)
β(k) =
∫
d3k′
(2pi)3
P (|k− k′|)α(k′). (2.14)
The volume of the bubble is V (R) = 4
3
piR3 and matter power spectrum is P(k). W (kR)
is the Fourier transform of the tophat window function with radius R, given by
W (kR) =
3
(kR)3
[sin(kR)− kR cos(kR)] . (2.15)
We adopt the approximation from [181] to calculate β(k) numerically, given by
β(k) =
P (k)σ2R
∫
dRP (R)V (R)
[P 2(k) + {σ2R
∫
dRP (R)V (R)}2]1/2 . (2.16)
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Figure 2.9: Black, magenta, green and red lines are the primordial B mode power spectrum
for r=10−1, 10−2, 10−3,10−4 respectively. The blue solid line shows the de-lensed B-mode power
spectrum for CMB-S4(a) sensitivity and r = 10−3; the red dashed line adds the primordial signal
and instrumental noise to the former.
The 2b contribution is given by
P 2bδxeδxe(k) = [(1− xe) ln(1− xe)γ(k)− xe]2 P (k), (2.17)
where γ(k) is defined by
γ(k) = b ·
∫
dRP (R)V (R)W (KR)∫
dRP (R)V (R)
. (2.18)
Therefore the total three dimensional power spectrum of δxe can be written as
Pδxeδxe(k) = P
1b
δxeδxe(k) + P
2b
δxeδxe(k). (2.19)
Now the optical depth power spectrum Cττ` can be constructed from Eq.(2.19). In the
flat sky approximation it can be written using Limber approximation as
Cττ` = σ
2
Tn
2
p0
∫
dχ
a4χ2
Pδxeδxe
(
χ, k =
`
χ
)
. (2.20)
Inhomogeneous reionization is also the source of secondary anisotropies in the B mode
polarization and the power spectrum can be connected also with Pδxeδxe [183, 184] as
CBB−patchy` =
3σ2Tn
2
p0
100
∫
dχ
a4χ2
e−2τ(χ)Q2rmsPδxeδxe
(
χ, k =
`
χ
)
. (2.21)
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,
Here Qrms is the r.m.s temperature of the local quadrupole and we used Qrms = 22 µK
during the patchy reionization epoch to calculate CBB−patchy` . In Figure 2.8 we compare
BB spectra from patchy reionization with the foreseen sensitivities from CMB-S4 and
LiteBIRD. As it can be seen, the signal is at the noise level in both cases, requiring
additional steps for increasing the signal to noise ratio, described in the next section. We
can see in the figure that CMB-S4(a) sensitivity is a bit lower in ` . 200 than the patchy
BB signal both for τ = 0.070 and τ = 0.058 with R¯ = 10 Mpc. On the other hand, the
LiteBIRD sensitivity is a bit higher than patchy BB signal for the same configuration.
CMB-S4(b) noise level is almost the same with respect to the Patchy BB signal even with
R¯ = 5 Mpc. This can be very useful in near future to constrain the morphology of the
reionization by observing the patchy B mode signal. We also consider the contamination
from patchy reionization to the B-mode power spectrum in figure 2.9. Adopting the model
discussed in the present chapter and the 1σ bounds on τ from Planck, the contribution
from patchy reionization is significant for r < 10−3.
2.4 Reconstruction of τ along the line of sight
In Section 2.3.2 we discussed how patchy reionization induce additional structure in the
observed CMB sky through τ fluctuations. We consider that T and (Q ± iU) are the
temperature and polarization Stokes parameters before the start of reionization; then,
at the end of the reionization, CMB temperature and polarization parameters will be
changed as follow [127]:
T (nˆ) = T0(nˆ) +
∫
δτT1(nˆ), (2.22)
(Q± iU)(nˆ) = (Q± iU)0(nˆ) +
∫
δτ(Q± iU)1(nˆ), (2.23)
Fluctuations in optical depth is given by:
δτ =
∫ χend
χstart
dχ
a2
δxe(nˆ, χ). (2.24)
Where χstart and χend are the comoving distances to the start and end of reionization
respectively. T0(nˆ) and (Q ± iU)0(nˆ) are the contributions coming from recombination
and homogeneous reionization and T1(nˆ) and (Q ± iU)1(nˆ) are the contribution from
patchy reionization as defined in [127].
Separately we can write inhomogeneous screening terms as
T scr = T0(nˆ)e
−δτ(nˆ), (2.25)
(Q± iU)scr = (Q± iU)0(nˆ)e−δτ(nˆ), (2.26)
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accounting for the damping of anisotropies along the line of sight due to patchy reioniza-
tion.
We now make a parallelism with the formalism applying to CMB lensing. The lensed
field Slen(nˆ) is related with the unlensed field Sunl(nˆ) and the lensing potential φ as [48]
Slen(nˆ) = Sunl(nˆ) + (∇φ)∇Sunl(nˆ) +O[(∇φ)2], (2.27)
so, it modulates both the CMB polarization and temperature by correlating different
Fourier modes. In flat sky approximation, after the lensing reconstruction method [48,
127], this correlation for patchy reionization can be written as
〈S(~`1)S ′(~`2)〉 = (2pi)2CSS′` δ(~L) + f τSS′(~`1, ~`2)[δτ(~L)], (2.28)
where S, S ′ can be any combinations of T,E and B and ~L = ~`1 + ~`2. We use only EB
minimum variance quadratic estimator since it provides the highest signal to noise ratio
to patchy reionization [185, 127]. f τEB for flat sky is given by [182]
f τEB =
(
C¯EE`1 − C¯BB`2
)
sin 2(φ`1 − φ`2), (2.29)
where C¯EE`1 and C¯
BB
`2
are the EE and BB power spectra which include patchy reionization
and φ` = cos−1(nˆ · ˆ`). To satisfy Eq.(2.28) we can write minimum variance quadratic
estimator of τ(~L) as
τ̂EB(~L) = N˜
τ
EB(~L)
∫
d2~`1
(2pi)2
[
E(~`1)B(~`2)
]
F τEB(
~`
1, ~`2), (2.30)
where N˜ τEB(~L) is the zeroth order bias for τ reconstruction which can be thought in
analogy to the N (0)EB bias for lensing potential reconstruction, given by
N˜ τEB(~L) =
[∫
d2~`1
(2pi)2
f τEB(
~`
1, ~`2)F
τ
EB(
~`
1, ~`2)
]−1
. (2.31)
The CMB instrumental noise power spectrum for a Gaussian symmetric beam can be
written as
NP` = ∆
2
P exp
[
`(`+ 1)Θ2f
8 ln 2
]
, (2.32)
where ∆P is the noise of the detector for polarization in µK-arcmin; This is
√
2 times
bigger than the detector noise for temperature and Θf is the full width half maxima of
the beam in arcmin units.
In order to minimize the variance of 〈τ̂EB(~`1)τ̂EB(~`2)〉, the optimal form of filter
F ( ~`1, ~`2) for EB estimator is given by
F τEB(
~`
1, ~`2) =
f τEB(
~`
1, ~`2)
(CEE`1 +N
EE
`1
)(CBB`2 +N
BB
`2
)
, (2.33)
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So that the expectation value of the estimator for τ will reduce to
〈τ̂EB(~`1)τ̂EB(~`2)〉 = (2pi)2δ(~`1, ~`2)
[
CττL + N˜
τ
EB(~L)
]
. (2.34)
We will use this technique in the next section to reconstruct the power spectrum of τ
using EERM prescription.
2.5 Detectability of τ reconstruction in CMB-S4 CMB
experiments
In this Section, we discuss the capabilities of future CMB polarization experiments to
detect the angular pattern of τ . In order to do so we have modified the publicly available
Lenspix9 algorithm [186] to reconstruct τ instead of the GL potential φ following the
algebra discussed in the previous Section. We focus on Eq.(2.20) in order to calculate the
Cττ` for our reionization model, EERM.
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Figure 2.10: Solid lines represents the cumulative SNR for EERM and dashed lines for the
tanh model with τ= 0.070 (green), 0.058 (blue) and 0.046 (red) respectively.
The uncertainty in the power spectrum of τ comes from both the astrophysical mod-
elling of the source of reionization and the uncertainty due to the modelling of reionization
morphology. The first source of uncertainty is connected with the mean (sky averaged)
optical depth τ¯ , escape fraction fesc and the source of reionization, which in our case is
9cosmologist.info/lenspix
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the star formation rate functions of high redshift galaxies. The morphology of reioniza-
tion depends on the bias factor, the mean radius of bubbles R¯ and also the spread of the
distribution of bubbles radii which are quantified by σlnr for a log-normal distribution.
We will consider the effects of R¯, τ¯ , and σlnR uncertainties on the power spectrum of τ
for EERM, implementing a minimum variance quadratic estimator.
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Figure 2.11: Green, blue and red solid lines represent the τ angular power spectra corresponding
to τ¯ = 0.07, 0.058 and 0.044, respectively with R¯ = 5 Mpc and σlnr = ln(2). We bin the each
spectrum with ∆` = 100 and show the error bars accordingly. The error bars are located at
lerror = (`min +
(2n−1)∆`
2 ), where `min is the value of minimum ` and n is the bin index; we fix
`min =2 (green curve), 20 (blue curve), 40 (red curve). Shaded pink area represents due to the
1σ error of the τ¯ measurement by Planck [159].
We calculate the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) to quantify the detectability of the
patchy reionization:
(
S
N
)
=
fsky
2
lmax∑
lmin
(2`+ 1)
(
Cττ`
N˜ ττ`
)21/2 . (2.35)
Here fsky is the observed sky fraction for a particular experiment. We mainly focus on
instrumental specifications corresponding to CMB-S4, for which we use Θf = 1 arcmin and
∆T = 1 µK-arcmin, i.e ∆P =
√
2 µK-arcmin. We found that SNR for τ -reconstruction
does not strongly depend on Θf as SNR changes a factor ≈ 3 when Θf increased from 1′
to 5′ but SNR increases by a factor of ≈ 80 by the decrease of ∆T from 2 µK-arcmin to
0.5 µK-arcmin. We found and shown in Figure 2.10 that the EERM, featuring a more
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Figure 2.12: The binned and integrated SNR for the cases in Figure 2.12. Solid green, blue
and red curve represent the integrated SNR for CMB-S4 sensitivity with fsky = 0.5 for τ¯ =
0.07, 0.058, 0.044, respectively, while the dashed dotted curves are for fsky = 0.4. Dashed green,
blue and red lines represent the SNR in each bin for fsky = 0.5, while dotted lines are for
fsky = 0.4.
extended patchy reionization history, tend to yield higher SNR with respect to the tanh
model.
2.5.1 Dependence on τ¯
In Figure 2.11 we compute Cττl for three different optical depths, corresponding to the
central value and ±1σ of the most recent measurements from Planck, and with fixed
reionization parameters R¯ = 5 Mpc and σlnr = ln(2). For τ¯ = 0.044, the errors are
too large at all scales for detectability, even for fsky = 0.4. For τ¯ = 0.070 and 0.058,
an CMB-S4 experiment would be capable of probing τ fluctuations in multipole range
170 . ` . 720 and 190 . ` . 630, respectively, roughly corresponding to an interval
from 1 to 1/3 of a degree. For a fixed detector sensitivity and beam resolving power,
a measurement of the reionization morphology through Cττ` is simply proportional to
the value of mean optical depth τ¯ . If LITEBIRD [176] achieves its sensitivity goal of
σ(τ¯) = 0.002, then this would provide an important prior for detecting and interpreting
the inhomogeneous reionization signal.
In Figure 2.12, we plot the binned and integrated SNRs. Depending on the values of
τ¯ , the CMB-S4 specification should allow a 1.4−5σ detection of the signal. For τ = 0.44,
the SNR<1 at all `s in the binned spectra. For τ¯ = 0.7 and τ¯ = 0.58, S/N is greater than
1 in 152 . ` . 752 and 170 . ` . 570, respectively.
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Figure 2.13: Green, blue and red solid lines are the τ spectra with R¯ = 10, 7, 5 Mpc, respec-
tively, with σlnr = ln 2 for τ¯ = 0.070. The binning scheme is as in the previous figures.
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Figure 2.14: Binned and integrated SNR for the cases in Figure 2.13. Solid green, blue and
red curve represent the integrated SNR for CMB-S4 sensitivity with fsky = 0.5 for three optical
depths ,τ¯ = 0.07, 0.058, 0.044, respectively; dashed dot curves are for fsky = 0.4 with the same
configuration. Dashed green, blue and red lines are SNR in each bin for fsky = 0.5, while dotted
lines for fsky = 0.4.
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Figure 2.15: Green, blue and red solid lines are the τ spectra for σlnr = ln3, ln2.5, ln3, respec-
tively, with R¯ = 5 Mpc for τ¯ = 0.070. The binning scheme is as in the previous figures.
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Figure 2.16: Binned and integrated SNR for the case in Figure 2.13. Solid green, blue and
red curves represent the integrated SNR for CMB-S4 sensitivity with fsky = 0.5 for three optical
depths τ¯ = 0.07, 0.058, 0.044, respectively, and dashed dotted curves are for fsky = 0.4 with the
same configuration. Dashed green, blue and red lines are SNR in each bin for fsky = 0.5, while
dotted lines for fsky = 0.4.
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Figure 2.17: These maps show the fluctuations in optical depth. We fixed the parameters for
bubble distribution, R¯ = 5 MPc and σln r = ln(2). We vary optical depths from τ = 0.046 to
τ = 0.070. We used Healpy (https://healpy.readthedocs.io) package to produce these maps [187].
Figure 2.18: We show three optical depth fluctuation maps using Healpy package [187]. In
this case, we fixed reionization history corresponding to τ = 0.058. Then, We change the
characteristic bubble sizes from R¯ = 5 Mpc to R¯ = 10 Mpc while keeping fixed the spread of
bubble distribution, σR = ln(2).
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2.5.2 Dependence on R¯ and σlnr
The size and merger history of ionized bubbles is poorly understood. We consider the
variation of reionization bubble radius R¯ and the standard deviation of the log-normal
distribution of σlnr.
If the bubbles are larger (R¯ ≈ 10 Mpc), then the CMB-S4 can probe τ spectra in a
wide range of `s as error bars are small in 52 . ` . 852 compared with the signal level.
Whereas for R¯ = 7 Mpc and R¯ = 5 Mpc error bars are considerably larger than the signal
level in the range of multipoles 70 . ` . 770 and 90 . ` . 690, respectively.
In Figure 2.14 we can see that as R¯ increases, the integrated SNR also increases. In
the range of 5 . R¯ . 10 Mpc, the signature of patchy reionization can be measured with
4.3σ to 19.2σ by covering 40% of the sky and 4.8σ to 21.3σ by observing 50% of the sky.
In Figure 2.15 we can see that for σlnr = ln 3 and σlnr = ln 2.5, Cττ` can be measured in
the range 52 . ` . 652 and 70 . ` . 670. In the Figure 2.16, the integrated SNR reaches
267 which is much larger than the variation of R¯ and τ¯ . Thus, due to the variation
of σlnr in between ln 2 to ln 3,the CMB-S4 specifications would allow to detect patchy
reionization with a confidence ranging from 4.8σ to 267σ.
We show the fluctuations of τ considering different reionization histories and the ion-
ized bubble size distribution in Figure 2.17 and 2.18. The increase in τ increases the
amplitude of the tau power spectra for fixed R¯ and σlnr. The question comes if we can
make a map of τ following the reconstruction method using data from the future CMB
experiments. If SNR is sufficiently high τ map will be a direct probe of reionization. A
map of τ will act as a template of the electron distribution in this Universe. Similar to
the Compton y parameter map, τ map will also have the contributions from reionization
(early time) and clusters (late time). In Figure 2.18 we can visualize that the τ fluctua-
tions appears on the large scales with increase of R¯. Making a map of τ will be able to
constrain parameters of reionization such as R¯, σlnr and τ¯ .
2.6 Summary and Outlook
Cosmic reionization should be inhomogeneous with large ionized regions embedded in a
shrinking neutral phase. This inhomogeneous reionization should produce a detectable
signal. With its unprecedented sensitivity, CMB-S4 should be capable of detecting the
signal at a minimum, constraining the physics of reionization.
In this Chapter, we have constructed an ionizing background history that is based on
recent astrophysical observations. We have adopted a simple parametrization of the size
distribution of the early ionized regions; specifically, we use a log-normal distribution in
radius, characterized by a mean radius and a spread. The sky pattern of the reionization
in such a picture is commonly known as patchy.
Following earlier works, we have implemented a procedure for the extraction of the
patchy reionization signal analogue to the one exploited for CMB lensing and evaluated the
signal to noise ratio achievable by CMB experiments reaching the CMB-S4 capabilities.
The angular power spectrum is distributed broadly around the degree scale, with a long
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tail at higher multipoles. We have studied the amplitude of the signal as a function of
the overall properties of the bubbles, and in particular on the abundance of the largest
ones. If the bubble distribution has a tail with bubble size extending to tens of Mpc, then
CMB-S4 SNR could be in the many tens to hundreds.
Because our predicted signal is one order of magnitude larger than that estimated
by [182], lensing noise contamination should be a less relevant issue for us. Since the
lensing behaviour is known for a given set of cosmological parameters, we can remove its
contamination from our signal. These results demonstrate the capability of future CMB
experiments to detect patchy reionization contribution to the CMB anisotropies. We will
come back to the future perspectives of these studies in the last Chapter.
Chapter 3
Detectability of τ -21cm cross-correlated
signal
Science doesn’t always go forwards.
It’s a bit like doing a Rubik’s cube.
You sometimes have to make more of
a mess with a Rubik’s cube before
you can get it to go right.
Jocelyn Bell Burnell
3.1 Introduction
In the present Chapter, we forecast the future detectability of the cross-correlation be-
tween fluctuations in τ as probed by CMB experiments, and fluctuations in the 21cm
brightness at a given redshift as probed by radio interferometers. We also investigate the
power of such τ − 21 cross-correlation in probing tomographically the patchiness of the
cosmic reionization.
The most recent measurements from the experiment provide increasingly tight con-
straints on the optical depth to reionization: τ = 0.058 ± 0.012 and τ = 0.054 ± 0.0073
according to the 2016 and 2018 Planck data releases [188, 13], respectively, and suggest
that the reionization process has been completed at redshift z ∼ 6− 8. However, such a
quantity probes the integrated effect of the ionization history along the line of sight, but
it can constrain neither the detailed physics of the reionization process nor its temporal
evolution and duration.
Recent determinations of the UV luminosity function out to z ∼ 10 strongly suggest
that faint high-redshift galaxies constitute the main sources of cosmic reionization. [119]
have shown that, integrating the observed galaxy luminosity function down to a UV mag-
nitude limit MUV ∼ −13 and assuming a standard initial mass function as well as reason-
able values of the escape fraction fesc . 10% for ionizing photons from primeval galaxies
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yields a reionization history consistent with Planck’s optical depth measurements and by
several other independent astrophysical observables (e.g., Lyman-α forest transmission
profiles, sizes of quasar near zones, gamma-ray bursts (GRB) damping wing absorption
profiles, abundance and clustering of Lyman-α emitters, size evolution of Lyman-α ha-
los, photoionization rates inferred from quasar proximity effect). Additional sources like
AGNs and quasars may provide a minor contribution, since the number density of bright
ones falls quickly above z > 6 and the ionization power of fainter ones is insufficient to
ionize the Intergalactic Medium (IGM), unless extreme values of the associated escape
fraction (around 100%) are adopted [117, 118].
During the EoR the gas distribution is expected to be highly inhomogeneous [189,
190, 191]. These inhomogeneities imply that the ionization fraction is a spatially varying
quantity at a given redshift. As τ depends on the column density of free electrons along
the line of sight, the patchy nature of reionization generates fluctuations in the optical
depth. Patchy reionization also produces secondary anisotropies in the CMB via kSZ
effect, related to the peculiar motion of ionized bubbles [192, 127]. Investigating the
patchiness and morphology of the reionization process could provide crucial information
on the astrophysical properties of the primeval galaxies, and on the distribution of ionized
and neutral matter during the cosmic dawn.
Future CMB experiments will significantly surpass the Planck mission in sensitivity for
temperature and polarization. These experiments have the potential to directly probe the
patchiness in cosmic reionization by measuring non-Gaussian features imprinted on the
CMB polarization [127, 107, 193]. Complementary observations from radio-arrays like
Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array1(HERA) and Square Killiometer Array2(SKA)
operating in the MHz frequency range, will measure the 21cm angular distribution and
power, so providing robust constraints on the distribution of HI gas out to very high
redshifts.
Since 21cm observations trace the evolution of neutral hydrogen HI and CMB obser-
vations of τ trace the evolution of ionized hydrogen, it is expected that these probes are
complementary to each other [194, 195, 196], and that their cross-correlation can greatly
improve our knowledge of the cosmic reionization process. Cross-correlating τ and 21cm
observations can reduce the impact on systematic effects (e.g., related to foregrounds),
and provide a tomographic mapping of the reionization process, allowed by the narrow
frequency resolution of the 21cm radio arrays.
The plan of the chapter is the following: in Section 3.2 we describe our model of
reionization; in Section 3.3 we define the observables entering our analysis, i.e., the 21cm
brightness temperature fluctuations δTb and the optical depth for electron scattering τ ,
and provide the theoretical background for the τ−21 cross correlation in terms of reioniza-
tion morphology and of angular power spectrum; in Section 3.4 we discuss the detectabil-
ity of the τ − 21 cross correlation by future CMB experiments and radio arrays, and its
dependence on various parameters describing reionization history and morphology; we
calculated angular cross power spectra of tSZ and τ in Section 3.5 and finally, in Section
1https://reionization.org/
2https://www.skatelescope.org/
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3.6 we summarize our findings.
3.2 Reionization model
Figure 3.1 shows the reionization history computed from our SFR density integrated down
to different UV magnitude limitsM limUV, assuming a standard value fesc ≈ 6% for the escape
fraction of ionizing photons. For M limUV ≈ −13, the result (black dot-dashed line) agrees
with the UV value of the optical depth for electron scattering τ ≈ 0.054 recently measured
by the Planck [13]. For reference, the dotted line represents the optical depth expected in
a fully ionized Universe up to redshift z; this is to show that the bulk of the reionization
process occurred at z ∼ 6− 8 [see 173].
AdoptingM limUV ≈ −17 corresponds to the observational limits of current blank-field UV
surveys at z & 6 and the optical depth (solid black line) approaches the lower boundary
of the 2σ region allowed by Planck data. On the other end, assuming M limUV ≈ −12 makes
the resulting optical depth (black dashed line) to approach the upper boundary of the
2σ region from Planck measurements. We will exploit these three reionization histories,
bracketing the Planck measurements, in the τ − 21 cross-correlation analysis.
3.3 τ -21 cross correlation
In this Section we discuss how patchy reionization generates fluctuations in the optical
depth as well as in the 21 cm brightness temperature.
3.3.1 Basic quantities: δτ and δTb
The optical depth of the neutral hydrogen medium to the hyperfine transition,τ21, is given
by [197],
τ21 =
3c3}
16kν221
A10nHxH
TSH(z)
. (3.1)
Here ν21 is the rest-frame frequency of the 21cm hyperfine transition line, A10 = 2.85 ×
10−15 s−1 is the spontaneous emission coefficient, TS is the spin temperature which reg-
ulates the intensity of the radiation, nH is the neutral hydrogen density and xH is the
neutral hydrogen fraction.
The 21cm brightness temperature fluctuation, δTb, is the difference between the red-
shifted 21cm brightness temperature, Tb(z), and the redshifted CMB sky-averaged tem-
perature, TCMB(z) = T0 (1 + z) K, where T0 ≈ 2.73 K is the CMB temperature at z = 0.
For small values of the optical depth δTb is given by [198]
δTb ≈ TS − TCMB
1 + z
τ21 . (3.2)
During the reionization process, both the neutral hydrogen fraction, nH , and the optical
depth, τ21, depend on the line of sight direction, nˆ, implying the same for δTb. Eq. (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Reionization history of the Universe, in terms of the redshift evolution of the optical
depth τ for electron scattering. Thick solid, dot-dashed and dashed lines represent our fiducial
model for the SFR density integrated down to UV-magnitude limitsMUV ≈ −17, −13, and −12,
respectively. For reference, the dotted line refers to a fully ionized universe up to redshift z. The
green line shows the measurement (with the 1σ and 2σ uncertainty regions highlighted by the
dark and light green areas respectively) from the Planck collaboration 2018 [13].
can be recast into [199]
δTb(z, nˆ) = 27 mK (1+δb)xH(z, nˆ)
[
TS − TCMB
TS
] [
1− YP
1− 0.248
] [
Ωb
0.044
] [(
0.27
Ωm
)(
1 + z
10
)]1/2
,
(3.3)
here δb is the baryon overdensity and YP is the primordial helium fraction. Free electrons
generated at the reionization epoch come from both hydrogen and helium ionization, so
that xe(z) = ne/[nb(1− YP )].
On the other hand, the CMB sky-averaged optical depth for electron-scattering is
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proportional to the free electron density along the line of sight:
τ(z) = cσT
∫ z
0
n¯e(z
′)dz′
dt
dz′
, (3.4)
where dt/dz = [H(z)(1 + z)]−1 holds in terms of the Hubble parameter H(z) = [ΩM (1 +
z)3 + ΩΛ]
1/2, and n¯e(z) = np0 (1 + z)3 xe(z) is the mean free electron number density in
terms of the present number density of protons np0.
From the physical point of view τ probes the free electron density (via xe) whereas
δTb probes the neutral hydrogen density (via xH) along the line of sight; thus it is easily
understood that these quantities are complementary to each other and and are related by
xe(z) = 1−xH(z). As a consequence, fluctuations δTb in the 21cm brightness temperature
are connected to fluctuations δτ in the optical depth; such a link can be expressed for
TS > TCMB as [200, 199]
δτ =
(
1− 3
4
YP
)
σTρb0
mpH0Ω−0.5m
∫
dz
[
(1 + z)
1
2 δb − δTb(z)
8.5MK
]
. (3.5)
This relation is routinely exploited to build the halo model of the τ − 21 cross-correlation
presented below, that we will then use to forecast the detectability of the signal.
3.3.2 Morphology of reionization
In order to express the fluctuations δτ and δTb in a dimensionless way, we introduce the
brightness temperature field Ψ and ionization fraction field X:
Ψ(z, nˆ) =
TS(z)− TCMB(z)
TS(z)
(1 + δb)xH(z, nˆ) , (3.6)
X(z, nˆ) = (1 + δb)xe(z, nˆ) . (3.7)
We assume the standard picture envisaging that ionizing sources (e.g., galaxies in
our framework) start to ionize the surrounding regions via closely spherical bubbles. As
time passes, ionized bubbles progressively overlap and then merge, inducing a complete
reionization of the Universe. For the sake of definiteness and simplicity, we describe the
morphology of the process by assuming a log-normal distribution of the bubble sizes,
characterized by a mean R¯ and by a 1σ dispersion σlnr; in formulas, the size distribution
reads
P (R) =
1
R
1√
2piσ2lnr
exp
[
−{ln
(
R/R¯
)}2
2σ2lnr
]
. (3.8)
The three-dimensional power spectrum of the cross correlation between the fluctuation
field δΨ and δX can be decomposed into two terms:
PδXδΨ(k) = P
1b
δXδΨ(k) + P
2b
δXδΨ(k) , (3.9)
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where P 1bδXδΨ is the 1-bubble contribution coming from the distribution of neutral and
ionized regions inside an individual bubble, and P 2bδXδΨ is the 2-bubble contribution from
regions located in different bubbles.
The 1-bubble term can be expressed as [201]
P 1bδXδΨ(k) = −xe(1− xe) [α(k) + β(k)] , (3.10)
where the quantity α(k) and β(k) are given by
α(k) =
∫
dRP (R)[V (R)W (KR)]2∫
dRP (R)V (R)
, (3.11)
β(k) =
∫
d3k′
(2pi)3
P (|k− k′|)α(k′) , (3.12)
and involve the matter power spectrum P (k), the volume of V (R) = 4
3
piR3 of a bubble
with size R, and a filtering window function (Fourier transform of a tophat in real space)
expressed as;
W (kR) = 3 (kR)−3 [sin(kR)− kR cos(kR)] . (3.13)
We adopt the approximation from [201] and calculate β(k) as
β(k) =
P (k)σ2R
∫
dRP (R)V (R)
[P 2(k) + {σ2R
∫
dRP (R)V (R)}2]1/2 , (3.14)
in terms of the mass variance σR of the matter power spectrum filtered on the scale R.
In addition, the 2-bubble term is given by
P 2bXΨ(k) = [(1− xe) ln(1− xe)γ(k)− xe]2 P (k), (3.15)
where γ(k) is defined as
γ(k) = b ·
∫
dRP (R)V (R)W (KR)∫
dRP (R)V (R)
, (3.16)
and involves the clustering bias b of the ionized bubble with respect to the spatially-
average matter density. Hereafter we consider a linear bias with a fixed value b ≈ 6
[201].
3.3.3 Angular Power Spectrum
We now translate the above three-dimensional expressions into an angular power spectrum
on the sky, by the usual multipole expansions via spherical harmonics Y`m.
For the 21cm brightness temperature fluctuations the harmonic coefficients are given
by
a21`m = 4pi(−i)`
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
δΨ(k) I21` (k)Y
?
lm (3.17)
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Figure 3.2: Auto and cross power spectra of the τ and 21cm fluctuations, by adopting a
spatially-averaged value of the optical depth τ = 0.054, and bubble size distribution parameters
R¯ = 5 Mpc and σlnr = log(2), see the text for details. For the cross spectrum, the 1- and
2-bubble contributions are highlighted as dashed and dotted lines, respectively.
where
I21` (k) = T0(z)
∫ ∞
0
dχ′Wχ(zobs, χ′)J`(kχ′) ; (3.18)
here χ is the comoving distance to redshift z, and Wχ(zobs) is an observational Gaussian
band filter centered at z = zobs. It accounts for the fact that any ground-based radio
array has a narrow frequency resolution, that in turn determines a resolution in redshift
or comoving distance
dχ =
(
∆ν
0.1MHZ
)(
Ωm h
2
0.15
)(
1 + zobs
10
)1/2
, (3.19)
this is relevant in empowering a tomographic analysis of the cross-correlation signal. In
the Limber approximation the auto-power spectrum is written then as
C2121` = T
2
0 (z)
∫
dχ
χ2
W 2χ(zobs, χ
′)PδΨδΨ
(
χ, k =
`
χ
)
, (3.20)
where PδΨδΨ is the power spectra of the 21cm fluctuations δΨ. For the optical depth field
the harmonic coefficients are given by
aτ`m = 4pii
`
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
X(k)Iτ` (k)Y
?
lm (3.21)
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where
Iτ` (k) = np0σT
∫
dχ′
a2
Jl(kχ
′) . (3.22)
The related angular auto power spectrum can be written as:
Cττ` = σ
2
Tn
2
p0
∫
dχ
a4χ2
PδXδX
(
χ, k =
`
χ
)
, (3.23)
where PδXδX is the power spectra of the free electron density fluctuations δX.
Finally, the cross-correlation angular power spectrum reads〈
aτ`ma
21∗
`m
〉
=
∫
dk
k
[
k3PXΨ
2pi2
]
Iτ` (k)I
21
` (k) (3.24)
and in terms of the usual C` coefficients can be written as [199]
Cτ21` = T0(z)np0σT
∫ ∞
0
dz′
H2(z)
∣∣∣∣dχdz
∣∣∣∣−1(1 + z′obs10
)2
W (zobs, χ(z
′))PXΨ
(
k =
`
χ
, z′
)
.
(3.25)
We show in Figure 2 the auto and angular power spectra Cττ` , C2121` and |Cτ21` | at
redshift z ≈ 7 for the Planck best fit determination of the spatially-averaged optical depth
τ ≈ 0.054, and bubble size distribution with parameters R¯ = 5 Mpc and σlnr = log(2). In
the cross-correlation, we have highlighted the 1-and 2-bubble contribution, that dominates
the overall power spectrum at small (large) and large (small) scales (multipoles), with
a crossing around the multipole corresponding to the average bubble size divided by
cosmological distances.
In Figure 3, the τ − 21 cross spectrum is illustrated as a function of redshift, for the
same parameters reported above. The cross-correlation signal is negative, featuring an
inverse bell shape with a minimum at around the multipole corresponding to the average
size of the ionizing bubbles, and a width mirroring that of the bubble size distribution.
The depth of the minimum is maximal at the redshift where the ionizing fraction is around
50% and then becomes shallower in moving at lower and at higher redshift; the cross power
spectrum vanishes in a wholly neutral or completely ionized Universe. These two figures
show that measurements of the cross-spectrum would yield the detailed ionization history
of the Universe.
3.4 Detectability of τ − 21 cross correlation
We now turn to discuss the detectability of the τ − 21 cross correlation. The uncertainty
of the angular cross power spectrum can be calculated as
(∆Cτ21` )
2 =
1
(2`+ 1)fsky
[
(Cτ21` )
2 + (Cττ` +N
ττ
` )(C
2121
` +N
2121
` )
]
; (3.26)
where fsky is the observed sky fraction, Cττ` and C2121` are the optical depth and 21cm
brightness temperature fluctuation auto power spectra, corresponding to the reionization
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history and morphology described in previous Sections, and N ττ` , N2121` are the corre-
sponding noise power spectra.
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Figure 3.3: Redshift evolution of the cross power spectrum Cτ−21` , around the reionization
redshift z ≈ 7; parameters are as in previous Figure.
Fluctuations in τ are probed through measuring the amplitude of E −B polarization
correlations: the noise associated with this term is expressed by the reconstruction noise
N ττ` . Following [127], we compute N ττ` . This term depends on both the reionization
history and morphology, as well as on the instrumental noise of a given CMB experiment.
The latter is given by
NP` = ∆
2
P exp
[
`(`+ 1)Θ2f
8 ln(2)
]
, (3.27)
where ∆P is the noise of the polarization detector in units of µK-arcmin (which is
√
2
times bigger than the detector noise for temperature), and Θf is the FWHM of the beam.
Using this instrumental noise, we compute N ττ` following the prescription by [127].
N2121` should include both the radiometer noise and a noise contribution from 21cm
foreground. Since the foreground noise is poorly understood, we will ignore it here. This
makes our signal to noise ratio (SNR) estimates optimistic and dependent on the ability
of the 21cm experiment to remove foregrounds.
The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) for the detectability of the Cτ−21` cross correlation
signal is computed, in cumulative terms, as [202]
(
S
N
)2
z≈z′
= fsky
`max∑
`min
(2`+ 1)
∫
z
dz′
|Cτ21` (z′)|2
(Cττ` +N
ττ
` )(C
2121
` (z
′) +N2121` (z′))
, (3.28)
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CMB Experiment Sensitivity ∆T θf
[µK arcminute] [arcminute]
CMB-S4 1 1
PICO 0.6 2
Simons Observatory 3 2
Table 3.1: Configurations of CMB experiments considered in our analysis (see text).
21cm Experiment Aeff tint ∆ν
[m2] [hours] [Mhz]
HERA 350 53878 1080 0.1
SKA 41659 1080 0.2
Table 3.2: Configurations of 21cm observatories considered in our analysis (see text).
at the redshift z′ where the Cτ−21` is probed, that is determined by the observational
frequency of the 21cm experiment.
The detectability of the τ − 21 power spectrum is investigated for the experiments
listed in Table 1 (CMB) and Table 2 (radio arrays). All the following plots refer to
redshift z ∼ 7 and the reference combination of CMB-S4 plus SKA experiments.
In Figure 3.4, we show the detectability of the cross-correlation signal as a function of
the observed sky fraction. While future CMB experiments will observe more than 40% of
the sky, 21cm observations will be limited to a smaller portion of it (≈ 1−10%). The SNR
of the cross-correlation increases as
√
fsky in terms of the common sky fraction, so it is
limited by the 21cm observations and amounts to SNR ∼ 5.5− 24.6 for fsky ∼ 1%− 20%.
Even with a sky fraction of a few percents, the global cross-correlation signal is detectable
at more than 5σ; for sky fractions larger than 10% it will be possible to pick up the signal
in the multipole range around the minimum of the cross-correlation at more than 3σ.
In Figure 3.5 and 3.6 we illustrate how the detectability of the τ −21 cross-correlation
depends on the parameters describing the reionization morphology, i.e the mean bubble
size R¯ and the variance of its (Gaussian) distribution σlnr. Figure 3.5 shows that the
cumulative SNR is marginally affected by those parameters; e.g., the SNR changes by
∼ 3% when R¯ increases from 1 to 10 Mpc. However, the distribution of bubbles imprints
clear signatures in the cross power spectrum `(` + 1)Cτ21` ; as already mentioned, the
position of the minimum occurs at a multipole corresponding to the average bubble size,
and its extent scales proportionally to the width of the bubble distribution. From this
point of view, precision measurements of the cross power spectrum can pose constraints
to the morphology of the reionization history.
In Figure 3.7, we investigate how the detectability of the cross-correlation is affected
by assuming different values of the spatially-averaged optical depth for electron scattering.
Specifically, we vary τ in the range 0.047− 0.054− 0.061 that brackets the 1σ constraints
by the Planck experiment. The cross power spectrum and cumulative SNR are slightly
modified for τ > 0.054 while they drastically change for τ < 0.05 since for such low values
of the optical depth the reionization process is far from being completed at the redshift
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Figure 3.4: Dependence of the forecasted Cτ−21` (left panel) and related SNR (right panel) on
the observed sky fraction. In the right panel, solid lines refer to cumulative SNR while dashed
lines to SNR in the binned spectra with ∆` ≈ 100. The experiments considered here are CMB
S4 and SKA.
z ≈ 7 plotted here.
In Figure 9 we forecast the detectability of the τ − 21 cross-correlation for a different
combination of future CMB (CMB-S4, PICO, Simon Observatory) and 21cm experiments
(HERA, SKA), whose features are listed in Table 1 and 2. The computed SNR is well
above 5σ for almost all the combinations, with the best sensitivity achieved from PICO
plus SKA.
21cm Experiment S/N
CMB-S4 × SKA 17
CMB-S4 × HERA 4.5
PICO × SKA 19.5
PICO × HERA 5.9
SO × SKA 11.5
SO × HERA 3.8
Table 3.3: Forecasted cumulative SNR of the τ − 21 cross correlation by combining different
CMB and 21cm experiments.
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Figure 3.5: Same as previous figure for the average bubble size.
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Figure 3.6: Same as previous figure for the dispersion of the bubble size distribution.
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Figure 3.7: Same as previous figure for the spatially-averaged optical depth τ .
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Figure 3.8: Forecasted cumulative SNR of the τ − 21 cross correlation by combining different
CMB and 21cm experiments, listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
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3.5 Cross correlation between tSZ and τ field
The tSZ effect depends on the light of sight integral of the pressure profile. The Compton
y parameter for the tSZ can be written as
y =
σT
mec2
∫
kBTened` , (3.29)
Te and ne are the temperature of electron gas and electron number density.
The tSZ effect will have contributions both from reionization (early time) and clusters
(late time). Gas inside the Ionized bubbles can be parameterized by temperature Te,
density ne and pressure pe. We rewrite the equation 3.29 only considering the reionization
contribution into the Compton y parameter as,
y =
cσT
mec2
∫
dz
H(z)(1 + z)
kBTe(z)ne(z) . (3.30)
We have ne(z) = np0(1 + z)3xe(z), and xe(z) = ne/nH is the ionization fraction at the
redshift z and np0 is the present number density of protons. We replace ne(z) in the above
equation by xe,
y =
cσT
mec2
∫
dz
H(z)
(1 + z)2np0kBxe(z)Te(z) . (3.31)
From Equations (3.29) and (3.31), we can calculate the pressure as
Pe(z) = kBnp0(1 + z)
3xe(z)Te(z) ev/k . (3.32)
Our goal is to estimate the temperature fluctuations in CMB by tSZ effect for the patchy
reionization only. Rather than calculating pressure profile, we have calculated ηe(z) =
xe(z)Te(z) in each redshift. Hence, we can write y in spherical harmonics space as:
y`m = 4pi(−i)`
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ηe(k)α`(z) , (3.33)
In the above equation, we have
α`(z) =
σTKBnp0c
mec2
∫
(1 + z)2
H(z)
dz . (3.34)
We can construct the expression for the angular auto power spectra of the y parameter
as
< y`my
∗
`′m′ >= δ`mδ`′m′C
yy
` , (3.35)
Cyy` =
∫
dk
k
∆2ηη(k)α`(k)
2 . (3.36)
Here ∆2yy(k) = k3Pηη(k)/2pi2, which leads to
Cyy` =
σ2TK
2
Bn
2
p0
m2c4
∫
dχ
a4χ4
Pηη . (3.37)
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In a similar way, we can decompose the τ field in spherical harmonics and write
τ`m = 4pi(−i)`
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ηe(k)β`(z) , (3.38)
where,
β`(z) = σTnp0
∫
(1 + z)2
H(z)
dz . (3.39)
Now we can calculate the τ−y angular spectra using the equation (3.33) and (3.38) which
is
Cτy` =
KBσ
2
Tn
2
p0
mc2
∫
dχ
a4χ2
Pηη. (3.40)
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Figure 3.9: Plot for the Te evolution for the L80N512 and L40N512 Radiative transfer simula-
tions.
We calculated ne, Te and Pe in boxes with side 40 cMpc/h (labeled as L40N512) and
80 cMpc/h (L80N512) using radiative transfer simulation of reionization. We describe the
simulations of reionization in Chapter 4. In this Section we will discuss the τ − y signal
from patchy reionization.
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Figure 3.10: This plot shows the temperature power spectra in different redshifts for the
L80N512 (left) and L320N2048 (right) radiative transfer simulations. This and the plots in this
Section have not appeared in paper yet, and was done for the writing of this Thesis
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Figure 3.11: Te, xe and xeTe power spectra for the redshifts correspondiong to reionization is
at the 20%, 50% and 80% level of completion.
Figure 3.9 shows the temperature evolution of the IGM in different redshifts. We
show the temperature power spectra for L80N512 and L320N2048 in Figure 3.10. As
the average temperature of the IGM increases with the ionization fraction (xe) ∆2Te also
increases. For the L320N2048 simulation, reionization is driven by massive haloes; hence,
the peak of the ∆2Te shifts towards smaller k (large scale).
We compare power spectra of different thermodynamic quantities such as Te, xe and
their product in Figure 3.11. When the Universe is neutral, the amplitude of xe power
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Figure 3.12: We showed tSZ power spectra due to the patchy reionization only for 80–512
and 320–2048 simulations. We compared it with the tsz power spectra for the galaxy clusters
(Battaglia et al. 2012).
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Figure 3.13: τ − y power spectra due to the patchy reionization.
spectra is very small, and it reaches its maximum value when the Universe is almost 50%
ionized; after that, it again falls as Universe becomes almost ionized. xeTe is modulated
by the xe power spectra on a large scale and by the temperature power spectra on the
small scales. The pressure Pe will have the same shape but different amplitude. We finally
calculate the y − y signal from reionization using the η = neTe template calculated from
the radiative transfer simulations of patchy reionization. tSZ due to patchy reionization
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is a second-order effect in the CMB. We compare it with the tSZ profile for clusters
determined by [203], and we find that the tSZ from reionization is more than three orders
of magnitude lower than the tSZ signal from galaxy clusters. It is practically impossible
to detect the tSZ signal coming from the reionization.
We show the τ−y cross-correlated signal in Figure 3.13 and we compare it with the τy
signal due to the clusters. We will consider it as future work to explore the detectability
of the τy signal. The main problem is that the primary CMB anisotropies are much
larger than this signal and also we need to take into account the residual foreground
contamination; these two things can make lower the signal to noise significantly.
3.6 Summary and Outlook
We have investigated the future detectability of the cross-correlation between fluctuations
in the electron scattering optical depth τ as probed by CMB experiments, and fluctuations
in the 21-cm brightness temperature, as probed by ground-based radio interferometers.
Future measurements of the τ − 21cm cross-correlation will probe the evolution of the
morphology of the cosmic reionization process, thus, shedding light on the properties of
the primeval astrophysical sources, and the distribution of ionized and neutral matter.
The τ − 21cm cross-correlation features an inverse bell shape with a minimum at around
the multipoles corresponding to the projection on the sky of the average size of the
ionizing bubbles, and a width resulting from the bubble size distribution. The depth
of the minimum is maximal at the redshift where the ionizing fraction is around 50%
and then becomes shallower at lower and at higher redshift. The cross power spectrum
vanishes in a completely neutral or completely ionized Universe.
We have computed the cumulative SNR expected for the τ − 21cm cross-correlation
by combining future CMB experiments probing τ (specifically, CMB-S4, PICO and Si-
mons Observatory) with ground-based radio-arrays probing 21cm brightness temperature
(specifically, HERA and SKA). We have obtained cumulative SNR larger than 5 for most
of the cross configurations, with an optimal SNR around 20 from PICO and SKA. The
detectability of the cross-spectrum is weakly dependent on the parameter specifying the
reionization morphology (the bubble size distribution), and on the spatially- averaged
value of τ (at least for τ > 0.05). On the other hand, the SNR is strongly sensitive to the
sky fraction fsky commonly covered by CMB and 21cm experiments; for fsky ∼ 1− 20%,
the cumulative SNR increases from values around 5 to about 25. The detailed shape
around the minimum can be probed with significances greater than 3σ only when fsky
exceed 10%.
As we will outline in the final Chapter, future developments of this work concern: (i)
detailed modeling of the foregrounds affecting the 21cm observations; (ii) using state-of-
the-art numerical simulations to describe the reionization morphology in place of our sim-
ple analytic bubble size distribution; and (iii) MCMC analysis to quantitatively address
the potential of τ − 21cm cross-correlation in reconstructing the parameters describing
the astrophysics of primeval ionizing sources and the reionization morphology.
Chapter 4
Revised estimates of
reionization-induced B modes
Look up at the stars and not down at
your feet. Try to make sense of what
you see, and wonder about what
makes the Universe exist. Be curious.
Stephen Hawking
4.1 Introduction
As we mentioned in Chapter 1, an important goal for the next-generation CMB experi-
ments is the detection of B-mode polarization of the CMB induced by primordial gravi-
tational waves [37]. We stress again how many such experiments are currently underway,
such as the BICEP Array [204], SPT-3G [205], Simons Observatory [85], or proposed such
as CMB-S4 [206], LiteBIRD [207], PICO [52], and CMB-Bharat [51]. These experiments
hope to build on the successes of past experiments, such as Planck [87], ACT [208], SPT
[209], BICEP2/Keck [210] either to detect or significantly reduce the upper limit on the
tensor-to-scale ratio parameter r by one or two orders of magnitude from the current
r < 0.06 (95% confidence) [98]. A particularly compelling threshold is r & 10−3 in single-
field slow-roll inflation [54]. It was shown in Ref. [54] only two classes of single-field
inflation models are consistent with current measurements of the primordial power spec-
trum. On of the two classes has a characteristic scale over which the potential driving
inflation varies. r . 10−3 presents a threshold which excludes all models in this class with
a characteristic scale that exceeds the Planck scale [54]. Detection of primordial B modes
at this level will thus constitute an exciting test of the single-field slow-roll paradigm,
while also pushing cosmological constraints to higher energy scales and closer to the Big
Bang.
As we stressed in Chapter 1, in order to succeed, these experiments will have to
confront foreground B-mode polarization. The dominant part of these foregrounds is
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created by polarised diffuse synchrotron emission and polarised dust emission from the
Galaxy [211], which can be handled by means of avoidance and/or removal strategies
[212, 211, 213]. Foregrounds, with respect to the primary signal from inflation, also consist
of secondary B-mode polarization anisotropies that can potentially have a significantly
larger amplitude than primordial B modes. These include secondary B modes induced by
gravitational lensing [214, 46], the thermal and kinetic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect [215, 216],
and by fluctuations in the Thomson scattering opacity of the Universe during the epoch of
reionization [217, 218, 183, 127, 178]. Lensing-induced B modes have now been detected
by several experiments [209, 219, 220, 221, 97, 99]. While this signal can dominate over
the primordial B modes for small values of r, it is possible to disentangle the two B
modes by using lensing deconstruction algorithms that exploit higher-order temperature-
polarization correlations introduced by lensing to delens the polarization map [222, 223,
224]. Compared to the lensing-induced B modes, the B modes created due to patchy
reionization are more difficult to disentangle from the primordial signal. This is mainly
because of the uncertainty in the amplitude of the reionization-induced B modes.
A further complication is that the level of reionization-induced B-mode anisotropy
also depends on the morphology of the ionized regions created during reionization. As
we explained in Chapter 2, reionization is thought to occur due to the formation and
eventual overlap of ionized regions around sources of hydrogen-ionizing radiation such as
galaxies or quasars. The size and evolution of these ionized regions depend on the mass
and brightness of these sources. However, what these sources remain unclear. Bright
quasars are efficient sources of hydrogen-ionizing radiation, but their abundance at high
redshifts is probably too low [225]. Galaxies are known to exist at redshifts as high as
z ∼ 11 but it is unclear if hydrogen-ionizing photons produced by young stars within
these galaxies can escape into the intergalactic medium without being absorbed by the
in situ hydrogen [e.g., 226, 227, 228, 229]. For a given reionization history, reionization
by quasars instead of galaxies can result in a larger amplitude of the induced secondary
B modes due to the enhanced clustering of quasars [230]. Similar changes in the B-mode
anisotropy amplitude can occur due to different relative contribution of bright and faint
galaxies to reionization. Brighter galaxies typically reside in highly-clustered massive
haloes, which can increase the anisotropy amplitude on certain scales.
Given these uncertainties, a reliable estimate of reionization-induced B modes are
of obvious interest to next-generation CMB experiments. We consider this issue in this
Chapter. It has traditionally been difficult to get tight constraints on the redshift of
reionization because the pre-eminent probe of the high-redshift intergalactic medium, the
Lyman-α Forest, saturates already when the neutral hydrogen fraction is∼ 10−4. In recent
years, however, excellent constraints on the redshift at which reionization ended have come
from a somewhat unexpected direction. It has been noted that the Lyman-α forest at
z ∼ 5.5 exhibits spatial fluctuations that are significantly larger than those expected due to
density inhomogeneities in a post-reionization Universe [112, 231, 232, 233, 234]. Recently,
it was shown that these fluctuations are a signature of the last stages of reionization [235].
In this picture, large patches (of sizes of up to 100 comoving Mpc) neutral hydrogen exist
in low-density regions of the Universe at z ∼ 5.5. It is these “neutral islands” that cause
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the observed spatial scatter in the Lyman-α forest. This interpretation yields a rather
tight constraint on the redshift of the end of reionization of z = 5.2. The reionization
history at higher redshifts is less well-constrained. However, some constraints do result
due to radiative transfer from these redshifts down to redshifts at which observations exist.
This results in a redshift for the mid-point of reionization at z = 7. In this Chapter, we
draw implication of these new constraints for the CMB B-mode signal.
We use hydrodynamic cosmological simulations post-processed for radiative transfer.
These simulations have a large dynamic range (from ∼ 100 comoving kpc to 160 comoving
Mpc) that allows us to model the effect of small-scale reionization sources while deriving
the large-scale CMB signal. They are carefully calibrated to reproduce the Lyman-α
forest data, including the spatial fluctuations in the Lyman-α forest opacity. In the
process, these simulations also yield a value of the Thomson scattering optical depth to
the last scattering surface that is remarkably close to the measured value reported by
Planck 2018 [13]. We extrapolate these simulations to even larger length scales (1 cGpc)
by using the excursion set method of modelling ionized regions in the epoch of reionization
(EoR)[180]. After presenting predictions for the B-mode signal in our fiducial reionization
model, we also consider the effect on this signal of the uncertainty in the first half of the
reionization history and the uncertainty regarding the masse of reionizing sources. Finally,
we consider the range of values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r that can be reliably probed
by various upcoming CMB experiments in the presence of the secondary B modes from
reionization. Throughout this work, we assume Ωb = 0.0482, Ωm = 0.308, ΩΛ = 0.692,
h = 0.678, ns = 0.961, σ8 = 0.829, and YHe = 0.24 [236]. The units ‘ckpc’ and ‘cMpc’
refer to comoving kpc and comoving Mpc, respectively.
This Chapter is organized as follows. In Chapter 4.2, we review mechanisms behind
the B-mode signal due to patchy reionization. We discuss the radiative transfer simulation
of reionization in Chapter 4.3. We also describe the method of having ionization field at
large scales in this Chapter. We discuss our results in Chapter 4.4.
4.2 Secondary B-mode anisotropies from reionization
After decoupling at z ∼ 1100, baryons evolve in a predominantly neutral universe. Even-
tually, the first bound objects will appear in the form of proto-stars around z ∼ 50 [237].
The photons produced by these objects reionize the Universe by z ∼ 5 [117, 235, 13].
Because of the matter field is inhomogeneous, different parts of the Universe will reionize
at different moments in time; this results in patchy reionization, where the optical depth
τ , as measured to the last scattering surface is a function of position on the sky, i.e.
τ(nˆ, χ). Patchy reionization will produce secondary fluctuations in the anisotropies of the
CMB polarization through (a); scattering of free electrons of the local CMB quadruple
during reionization and (b); screening of the CMB photons due to a finite optical depth.
While both effects are present without patchiness, in the absence of fluctuations in the free
electron density, B modes will not be generated. Patchy reionization will thus produce
a unique signal in the B-mode polarization pattern of the CMB. Thomson scattering of
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free electrons mixes the CMB photons coming from different line of sights while screening
acts along the same line of sight [178, 178, 107].
The free electron density generated at the time of reionization varies along different
line of sight. The ionization fraction, xe at comoving distance χ can be expressed as,
xe(nˆ, χ) = x¯e(χ) + ∆xe(nˆ, χ), (4.1)
where ∆xe(nˆ, χ) is the fluctuations in xe along direction nˆ at conformal distance χ. The
optical depth measures the line of sight integral of xe and therefore also becomes a direction
dependent quantity in the sky. We write
τ(nˆ, χ) = cσTnp0
∫ χ
0
dχ
a2
[x¯e(χ) + ∆xe(nˆ, χ)] , (4.2)
where, c is the speed of light in free space, σT is Thomson scattering cross section, 6.652×
10−29 m2, np0 is the present number density of protons and a is the scale factor. We
can then derive a τ power spectrum. In the Limber approximation (valid for ` & 20)
[238, 239, 240]
Cττ` = σ
2
Tn
2
p0
∫
dχ
a4χ2
Pxexe
(
χ, k =
`
χ
)
. (4.3)
Here, Pxexe is the 3D power spectrum of xe which satisfies, 〈∆xe(k)∆xe(k′)〉 = (2pi)3δ(3)(k+
k′)Pxexe(k). All the astrophysical aspects of reionization are encoded inside Pxexe . We
note that Cττ` is not directly observable. The τ power spectrum can be thought of as
analogous to the lensing potential power spectra, Cφφ` [127, 182]. When measured from
the CMB, we aim to extract information that renders the primary CMB non-Gaussian.
These effects can then be used to reconstruct the τ fluctuations [107, 127, 182].
4.2.1 B-mode signal due to scattering of CMB photons
To calculate the B-mode signal from reionization we need to account for the scattering
probability of photons, fluctuations in the free electron density along the line of sight, and
the rms value of the quadruple. As the local quadruple has a relatively large correlation
length, for simplicity, we can consider a constant Qrms during the EoR. The B modes
signal due to the scattering can be expressed as [183]
C
BB(sca)
` =
3
100
∫ [
g(χ)
xe(χ)
]2
Q2rms(χ)Pxexe(k, χ)dχ, (4.4)
where g(χ) is the probability of a CMB photon to be scattered by a free electron at
angular diameter distance χ. This probability is given by
g(χ) = τ˙ e−τ(χ) =
σTnp,0
a2χ
xe(χ)e
−τ(χ). (4.5)
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Combining the above equations we find
C
BB(sca)
` =
3σ2Tn
2
p
100
∫ χe
χs
dχ
a4χ2
Q2rms(χ)Pxexe(k, χ)e
−2τ(χ), (4.6)
where χs and χe are the comoving distance at the start and end of reionization respectively.
For the calculation of CBB(sca)` we will use Qrms = 22 µK [127, 183].
4.2.2 B-mode signal due to the screening of CMB photons
Free electrons during the epoch of reionization act as an opaque medium between us and
the last scattering surface. The primary anisotropies in the CMB after recombination are
screened by an overall factor of e−τ as
T (nˆ) = e−τ(nˆ,χ)Tp, (4.7)
(Q± iU)(nˆ) = e−τ(nˆ,χ)(Q± iU)p(nˆ). (4.8)
Here, Tp and (Q ± iU)p are the primordial (denoted by the superscript p) fluctuation in
temperature and polarization fields, respectively. The primordial E modes are screened
and modulated by the shape of optical depth power spectrum Cττ` . The morphology of
reionization affects the shape and amplitude of Cττ` and hence also modulates C
BB(scr)
`
spectrum accordingly. The B-mode signal due to the screening of electrons at EoR can
be expressed as [178]
C
BB(scr)
` = e
−τ¯
∫
d2`1
(2pi2)
C
EE(p)
`1
Cττ`2 sin
2(2φ`), (4.9)
where τ¯ is the line-of-sight optical depth averaged over the full sky, CEE(p)`1 is the primordial
E-mode power spectrum, and φ` is the angle between `1 and `2. For convenience we
choose the same axis to define both ` and Q. In the above equation, ` = `1 + `2, so
`2 =
√
`21 + `
2 − 2`1`2 cosφ`. Equation (4.9) can then be rewritten as:
C
BB(scr)
` = e
−2τ
∫ `max1
`min1
`1d`1
2pi
∫ φ`=2pi
φ`=0
dφ`
2pi
C
EE(p)
`1
Cττ`2 sin
2(2φ`). (4.10)
The B-mode power spectrum induced by patchy reionization is then given by the total
sum
C
BB(tot)
` = C
BB(sca)
` + C
BB(scr)
` . (4.11)
4.3 Reionization model calibrated to Lyman-α forest
data
As a realistic model for the anisotropic distribution of free electrons during the epoch
of reionization, we consider the post-processed cosmological radiation hydrodynamical
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simulation presented by Kulkarni et al. [235] as our fiducial reionization model. The
underlying cosmological hydrodynamical simulation is very similar in set-up to several
simulations from the Sherwood Simulation Suite [241]. This simulation was performed
using the p-gadget-3 code, which is derived from the gadget-2 code [242, 243]. The
box size used is 160 cMpc/h. The dark matter and gas distributions are represented by
20483 particles each. The resultant dark matter particle mass is Mdm = 3.44× 107 M/h
while the gas-particle mass is Mgas = 6.38 × 106 M/h. Periodic boundary conditions
are imposed and the initial conditions are set at z = 99. These are identical to the
initial conditions of the 160–2048 simulation from the Sherwood simulation suite [241].
These initial conditions are evolved down to z = 4. Snapshots of the gas density and
other quantities are saved at 40 Myr intervals, which result in 38 snapshots. We simplify
galaxy formation in this simulation by using the QUICK_LYALPHA option in p-gadget-3 to
speed up the simulation. This removes gas particles with temperature less than 105 K and
overdensities of more than a thousand from the hydrodynamical calculation by converting
them to star particles [244]. This approximation does not affect the reionization process
as the mean free path of ionizing photons is determined by self-shielded regions with a
typical overdensity of ∆ = 10–100 [245, 246]. Before post-processing the results of the
hydrodynamic simulation, heat is injected in the gas distribution in the simulation box
assuming instantaneous reionization at redshift z = 15 assuming ionization equilibrium
with the metagalactic UV background modelled according to Haardt and Madau [247],
marginally modified to result in inter-galactic medium (IGM) temperatures that agree
with measurements [248]. Note that we do not use the ionization and temperature values
that result out of this procedure; these values are instead provided by the radiative transfer
calculation that is performed subsequently. The on-the-fly assumption of instantaneous
reionization is made to simply ensure that the gas distribution at lower redshift has
a realistic pressure smoothing, which plays a role while calibrating the simulation to
Lyman-α data. An ideal approach would be to perform the radiative transfer itself on
the fly, but this is still prohibitively expensive for the large dynamical ranges that we
seek here. Fortunately, the absence of coupling between the radiative transfer and the
hydrodynamic response to reionization heating is unlikely to affect the calibration of the
simulation to the Lyman-α forest data [249] as the pressure smoothing scale at redshifts
z > 5 for our chosen UV background is less than 100 ckpc/h [250, 251], approximately
equal to the cell size of our grid (described below). The hydrogen ionization solver assumes
radiative cooling via two-body processes such as collisional excitation of H i, He i, and
He ii, collisional ionization of H i, He i, and He ii, recombination, and Bremsstrahlung
[252], and inverse Compton cooling off the CMB [253]. Metal enrichment and its effect
on cooling rates is ignored.
We post-process the simulation with the radiative transfer code ATON [254, 255].
In this approach, sources of ionizing radiation are assumed to be present at the location
of dark matter haloes in the simulation. We identify dark matter haloes in the output
snapshots using the friends-of-friends algorithm. At z = 7, the minimum halo mass in our
simulation is 2.3× 108 h−1M, which is close to the atomic hydrogen cooling limit. The
maximum halo mass at this redshift is 3.1×1012 h−1M. We assume that a halo with mass
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M emits hydrogen-ionizing photons at a rate N˙ = αM , where α is a free parameter that
encodes our ignorance of the complex astrophysical processes, such as star formation and
interaction with the interstellar medium, that govern the production of ionizing photons
from galaxies. Note that the average ionizing photon emissivity of the simulated volume is
then n˙ = α
∑
M/Vbox where Vbox is the volume of the simulation box and the summation
is over all haloes. The parameter α is a function of redshift but is independent of halo
mass. It is the only parameter that is varied in order to calibrate the simulation to given
observations, such as the Lyman-α forest [235]. While performing the radiative transfer,
we place sources only in haloes with masses greater than 109 M as the simulated halo
mass function below this mass suffers from incompleteness due to lack of resolution.
Further, as aton solves the radiative transfer equation on a Cartesian grid, we project
the smooth particle hydrodynamic (SPH) kernels of the gas particles in our simulation
onto such a grid. We choose the number of grid cells equal to the number of gas particles
in the simulation, which yields a grid resolution of 78.125 ckpc/h. The aton code uses
a moment-based description with the M1 approximation [254] for the Eddington tensor
to solve the radiative transfer equation. In order to reduce the computational cost, we
use a single photon frequency for the radiative transfer. We assume that all sources have
a blackbody spectrum with T = 70, 000 K [256]. This corresponds to an average photon
energy of 23.83 eV in the optically thick limit. The reionization history and the calibration
with the Lyman-α forest are both robust to variations in the assumptions regarding the
source spectrum and photon frequency. A change in the source spectrum has the effect
of changing the resultant temperature of the gas distribution in the simulation. However,
any resultant deviations in the Lyman-α forest can be compensated by changing α in the
source emissivity above.
The calibration of our simulation with Lyman-α data is demonstrated and discussed
by [235]. Here we discuss the reionization history implied by this model. The left panel of
Figure 4.1 shows the evolution of the volume-averaged free electron fraction xe = ne/nH in
our simulation compared with other models and data. In our model, hydrogen reionization
completes rather late, at z = 5.2. The Universe is half ionized at zre = 7. We can
quantify the duration of reionization ∆z as the difference between the redshifts at which
the Universe is 5% and 95% reionized. In our model, we have ∆z = 5.4. As Figure 4.1
shows, this reionization history is more gradual than the tanh models considered in the
Planck 2018 results [13]. While reionization in our simulations begins earlier compared to
the best-fit tanh models from Planck 2018, reionization also ends somewhat later. This
reionization history is consistent with recent constraints from the spectra of two highest-
redshift quasars [257, 258] and the relatively model-independent constraints from the
incidence of dark pixels in Lyα and Lyβ forests [259]. Note that as shown in Figure 4.1,
we assume an instantaneous Helium reionization at z = 2.7 [260, 261].
The reionization history by [107](see their Section 2 for details) is derived by solving
the standard ionization/recombination balance equation for the spatially-averaged ion-
ization fraction, and exploits the cosmic SFR density by [119] based on the most recent
determination of the dust-corrected UV, far-IR, and radio luminosity functions out to
high redshift. In Figure 4.1 (right panel) we plot the reionization histories corresponding
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Figure 4.1: Left panel shows the free electron fraction evolution in from radiative transfer
simulations of Kulkarni et al. [235] that we consider as our fiducial reionization model in this
work. Also shown are constraints from the spectra of two highest-redshift quasars [257, 258]
and from the incidence of dark pixels in Lyα and Lyβ forests [259]. The thin grey curves show
reionization histories considered in previous work [107, 119]. The brown shaded region shows the
68% confidence region of the tanh reionization model reported in Planck 2018 [13]. The right
panel shows the cumulative electron scattering optical depth in various reionization models,
compared with the 2018 measurement from Planck [13] of τ = 0.054± 0.007 (68% confidence).
to a conservative value fesc = 10% of the escape fraction of ionizing photons from primeval
galaxies, and to three different values MUV = −17, −13, −12 for the faintest UV magni-
tudes contributing to the ionizing background; in terms of integrated electron-scattering
optical depth, the reionization history for MUV ∼ −13 well reproduce the average Planck
2018 results while also being similar to the output of the detailed numerical simulation
by [235].
Figure 4.1 also shows that the reionization history in our radiative transfer simulation
is not very different from one of the models considered in previous work [107]. The key
difference from that work is that the spatial distribution of the free electrons is now more
realistic thanks to the use of the radiative transfer simulations. This has an effect on
the derived power spectra, which we will discuss below. The right panel of Figure 4.1
shows the average cumulative Thomson scattering optical depth out to z = 20 in our
simulation. It is found to agree very well with the 2018 measurement reported by Planck
[13] of τ = 0.054± 0.007 (68% confidence).
The box size L determines the largest scale accessible in our reionization model. This
corresponds to the fundamental mode of the box, which is given by kf = 2pi/L. For
the fiducial simulation described above the box size is 160 cMpc/h, which implies kf =
0.039h/cMpc. The value of kf determines the minimum multipole, `min, we can reach in
angular power spectra as we have ` ∼ k/χ(z). This allows us to go down to the `min ∼ 430
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Figure 4.2: Left panel: We show the density slice of 1000 cMpc/h in length with the halos with
different masses at z ∼ 7.15. We only show the halos which has mass in between 1010 M to
2× 1010 M. The yellow regions are the overdense and red regions are underdense compared to
the mean density of the Universe. We can see that halos are formed on the overdense regions due
to the gravitational collapse and underdense regions do not consist of any halos. Right panel:
We show the same as left panel but the masses of halo fall in between 1011 M to 2× 1013 M.
It is expected that there will be more low mass halos than the high mass halos due to gravity
and that is why there are more halos in the Left panel than the right one.
for 160 cMpc/h radiative transfer simulations. The power spectrum of the primordial B-
mode signal peaks at ` ∼ 100. As a result, we need to extrapolate the B-mode power
spectrum to spatial scales larger than the box size of our simulation. We do so next using
a well-known semi-numerical method based on the excursion set approach of modelling
reionization. We validate this method by comparing it with our radiative transfer results.
Then, for the same reionization history, we use the semi-numerical method to model the
ionization structure during the epoch of reionization to 1 Gpc scales, which corresponds
to `min ∼ 50, well above the scale at which the primordial signal is expected to peak.
We use the 21cmFAST code [262, 263] to generate the density field from redshift
zstart = 19.5 to zend = 4.97 at 40 Myr intervals. Gaussian initial conditions were set on
a 35483 grid at z ∼ 300. 21cmFast then calculates the linear velocity field on a coarser
5123 grid using the Zel’dovich approximation [264, 265]. These velocities are then used
to update the particle positions in the initial density field. This method of generating
large-scale density fields using the Zel’dovich approximation is computationally efficient
and has been validated by several works [e.g., 266, 267, 268, 263]. The coarse resolution
of the grid is sufficient for our purposes as we are primarily interested in the large-scale
distribution of ionized hydrogen. Next, we identify haloes with masses above 109 M using
the Extended Press-Schechter formalism [269, 270]. 21cmFAST finds haloes iteratively in
k-space by first smoothing the density field at a certain scale and identifying locations
of haloes as points where the overdensity for the gravitational collapse, δc = 1.686/D(z),
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Figure 4.3: We show the ionization slice of 1000 cMpc/h in length. Universe is ionized if Qi ∼ 1
and neutral if Qi ∼ 0. In this slice, yellow regions are ionized and red regions are neutral. If
we compare this slice with Figure 4.2, we see that regions become ionized in the same location
where halos are populated. It is because halos act as ionizing sources and which ionized the
surrounding regions.
where D(z) is the growth factor. A real space top-hat filter is used for smoothing the
density field and assigning masses to the haloes.
Given the density field and halos, we derive the ionization field by placing sources of
Lyman-continuum radiation in dark matter haloes and using the well-known excursion
set method [271, 272, 273]. Similar to our radiative transfer simulation above, the total
number of ionizing photons Nγ produced by a halo is assumed to be proportional to the
halo mass [274]
Nγ(M) = N
LyC
γ M, (4.12)
where the proportionality factor NLyCγ includes the Lyman-continuum escape fraction. A
grid cell at position x is ionized if the condition
〈nγ(x)〉R > 〈nH(x)〉R(1 + N¯rec), (4.13)
is satisfied in a spherical region centred on the cell for some radius R [275, 272, 273].
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Figure 4.4: Thick solid, dashed, and dot-dashed curves show the power spectra of xe for
different mean ionization fractions from our fiducial radiative simulation. The thin dashed curve
shows the same for x¯e = 0.5 from the semi-numerical method implemented on a 160-cMpc/h
long box. The thick black curve shows the power spectrum from the semi-numerical method
implemented on a 1 cGpc/h box.
Here, the averages are over the spherical region, nH is the hydrogen number density,
nγ =
∫ ∞
Mmin
dM
dN
dM
∣∣∣∣
R
Nγ(M), (4.14)
where dN/dM |R is the halo mass function within the spherical region, Mmin is the min-
imum halo mass that contributes ionizing photons, and N¯rec is the average number of
recombinations per hydrogen atom in the IGM. (Note that the global volume average of
nH is np0.) The condition in Equation (4.13) can be recast as
ζefff(x, R) ≥ 1, (4.15)
where the quantity
f = ρm(R)
−1
∫ ∞
Mmin
dM
dN
dM
∣∣∣∣
R
M, (4.16)
is the collapsed fraction into haloes of massM > Mmin,Mmin is the minimum mass of halos
that emit Lyman continuum photons, ρm(R) is the average matter density, and dN/dM |R
is the halo mass function in the sphere of radius R. The parameter ζeff quantifies the
number of photons in the IGM per hydrogen atom in stars, accounting for hydrogen re-
combinations in the IGM. We can write ζeff in terms of the parameters of Equations (4.12)
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and (4.13) as
ζeff =
NLyCγ
1− YHe (1 + N¯rec)
−1, (4.17)
where YHe is the helium mass fraction. This is the only parameter that determines the
ionization field in this approach. The volume-weighted ionized fraction in the simulation
box is QV ≡
∑
iQi/ncell, where the ionized volume fraction in a cell i is Qi and ncell is
the total number of grid cells. Note that in this approach, ζeff is the only parameter that
sets the ionization fraction at a given time. We tune ζeff to ensure that out 1 Gpc box
has the same reionization history as the radiative transfer simulation described above.
We derive the spherically-averaged power spectrum of the electron fraction in our
simulations as
Pxexe(k) =
〈x˜2e(k)〉
Vbox
, (4.18)
where x˜e(k) is the Fourier transform of the electron fraction distribution in the box, Vbox
is the simulation box volume, and the averaging is done over the whole box.
Figure 4.4 shows the dimensionless power spectrum ∆2(k) = k3Pxexe/(2pi2) at three
different redshifts in our fiducial radiative transfer box. The power spectrum peaks when
the ionization fraction is close to 50%. In this figure, we also compare the power spectrum
from our fiducial model with an implementation of the semi-numerical scheme in a box
160 cMpc/h on a side. This semi-numerical implementation is tuned to have an identical
reionization history as our fiducial radiative transfer model by choosing an appropriate
value for the ζeff parameter as described above. We find that the power spectrum of
the electron fraction from the semi-numerical box agrees very well with the radiative
transfer model. The difference in power is less than 10% on most scales. This validates
the semi-numerical approach and our calibration of it. We then proceed to consider the
electron fraction power spectrum in the semi-numerical method implemented on boxes
with lengths 500 cMpc/h and 1000 cMpc/h. These large boxes are also tuned to have
the same reionization history as the fiducial model. They have identical power as the
fiducial model on small scales but show excess power at large scales. This excess power
arises due to ionized regions around high-mass haloes that are not present in the smaller
box. The agreement on small scales is good because we use the same minimum halo mass
value of 109 M in every semi-numerical simulation. The Roy et al. 2017 curve is based
on a semi-analytical model of reionization in which ionized bubbles follow a log-normal
distribution when reionization is at the 50% level [181]. This distribution is characterized
by two free parameters: a characteristic bubble radius (Rb) and variance of the log normal
distribution (σlnr). One bubble correlations dominate on scales k ≥ 1 while large scales
are dominated by the correlation between different ionized bubbles.
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Figure 4.5: Left panel shows the opacity power spectrum in our fiducial radiative transfer
simulation (green curve), semi-numerical simulation in the 160 cMpc/h box (red curve), and the
semi-numerical simulation in the 1 cGpc/h box (black curve). All three simulation have identical
reionization histories. The dashed grey curve in this panel shows the opacity power spectrum
from [127] for comparison. The right panel shows the induced B-mode power spectrum in our
three simulation boxes. The dashed and dot-dashed curves show the scattering and screening
contributions, respectively, to the power spectrum.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Power spectrum of secondary B-mode anisotropies
In this Section we aim to estimate the B-mode signal from patchy reionization and es-
timate its contamination in the search for the primordial signal. Figure 4.5 (left panel)
shows the optical depth fluctuations from the radiative transfer simulation compared to
the simulations using the excursion set algorithm calibrated to the radiative transfer sim-
ulation. The simulation larger than 160 cMpc/h is calibrated on scales to the radiative
transfer simulations where the angular scales overlap. Cττ` agrees well at ` & 700 for
the various size simulations. Cττ` from the 1000 cMpc/h box is roughly ∼ 20 and ∼ 15
times smaller than the signal studied by [127] at ` ∼ 100 and ` ∼ 1000 respectively. The
amplitude of Cττ` strongly depends on the minimum mass of the dark matter halo where
the ionizing sources reside. While we use a different reionization history and morphology,
the amplitude of Cττ` matches the findings of [182].
The right panel of Figure 4.5 shows the B-mode signal due to patchy reionization. B
modes due to scattering have more power on large scales, ` . 600 for different simulations,
compared to the B modes generated by screening. Screening B modes are sourced by a
modulation of the primordial E modes and act as white noise on scales where E modes
have less power and only have significant modulations by τ fluctuations where E modes
have more power. In contrast, B modes due to scattering depends on the large scale
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power of Cττ` and it increase if Cττ` has more power at those scales.
The total CBB` peaks on scales between ` ∼ 1000 to 2000, where primordial E modes
have maximum power and where τ fluctuations are larger. On the other hand, B modes
due to scattering are determined by the shape of the τ power spectrum with Qrms assumed
to be constant. We show the total power spectrum in Figure 4.5. In the remainder of this
Chapter we will always refer CBB` as the total B-mode signal due to the sum of scattering
and screening. The power spectrum amplitude derived from the semi-numerical method
for 1 Gpc box is ∼ 2 times larger than that in the fiducial box. This is due to the presence
of clustering of bubbles around massive haloes that are present in the 1 cGpc box but
are absent in the smaller 160 cMpc/h box. Power spectra of xe on large scales are driven
by those massive haloes; hence, the amplitude of the tau and B-mode power spectrum is
higher on those scales than for the fiducial simulation.
In Figure 4.6, we show the level of potential contamination of patchy reionization
on the primordial B-mode signal from gravitational waves. Instrumental noise power
spectra of future CMB experiments are modeled as NBB` = ∆2P exp[(`(` + 1)Θ2f )/8 ln(2)]
[276]. Here ∆P is the detector noise in polarization which is related to the detector
noise in temperature, ∆T , as ∆P =
√
2∆T and Θf is the fixed full width half maximum
(FWHM) of the beam. We consider four instrumental noise curves for the four different
future CMB experiments. We consider the ∆T = 2.1 µK-arcmin and Θf = 17 arcmin
for the small aperture telescope (SATS) of Simons observatory [53]. For CMB-S4, we
show the noise power spectra corresponding to ∆T = 1 µK-arcmin and Θf = 3 arcmin
[277, 54]. As these ground-based telescopes will not be able to observe the full sky, they
will be able to go down till ` ∼ 20. LiteBIRD is the only presently funded satellite
mission to measure the temperature and polarization anisotropies of the CMB with 15
frequency bands from 40 GHz to 402 GHz in the multipole range 2 to 200 [176]. For
the detection of primordial B modes, the LiteBIRD forecast is σ(r) . 10−3 with r = 0.
For LiteBIRD, the total sensitivity will reach at δT = 1.7 µK-arcmin with relatively large
beam size, Θf = 30 arcmin. There are other proposed CMB experiments which will have
more advanced technologies to measure the CMB anisotropies with very high sensitivity.
We only plot the instrumental noise of PICO with ∆T = 0.6 µK-arcmin and Θf = 7.9
arcmin. Several ground-based telescopes such as the advanced ACT, SPTpol, BICEP3,
Simons array [109, 220, 278, 205] are operating at present. Their sensitivity is less than
the four reference noise curves we show in Figure 4.6. Future space CMB missions will aim
to measure the primordial B-mode signal by observing the reionization bump at ` ≤ 20
as well as the recombination signal at ` ≥ 20, while future ground-based experiments,
primarily due to atmospheric noise, will target the recombination bump only. Ideally,
ground-based experiments are expected to reach a multipole `min ∼ 30 in polarization.
We show three primordial B-mode power spectra corresponding to r = 10−2, 10−3 and
10−4. Joint analysis of CMB data by the Planck and BICEP collaborations have put an
upper limit on the amplitude on the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r . 0.06 at 95% confidence
[98].
CMB photons are also lensed due to the gravitational potential of matter along the
line of sight. Primary E modes are transformed into lensed B modes, even if there is
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no primordial B-mode signal. B modes due to lensing can be considered as white noise
with a corresponding ∆T =5 µK-arcmin within the scales of interest. Future (grounds-
based) CMB experiments will need to remove the lensing B-mode signal using “delensing”
techniques to probe primordial gravitational waves for r ≤ 10−3.
In Figure 4.6 we also show the B-mode signal produced by patchy reionization using
the radiative transfer simulation. We compare these with previous studies using a semi-
analytic model [181, 127, 107]. On large scales, the xe power spectra behave as a power
law in k because Pxexe is shot noise dominated on those scales. As a result, the B-mode
power spectrum follows a power law on large angular scales. The signal calculated using
the semi-analytic model predicts a larger signal than the radiative transfer simulations.
We should note that reionization history used in Ref. [127] is based on the WMAP data for
which τ = 0.089. Typically the B-mode signal due to patchy reionization peaks at a scale
comparable to the characteristic bubble size. Previous studies considered larger ionized
bubbles with a characteristic bubble radius Rb ∼ 5 Mpc. This shifts the peak of the B-
mode spectra towards larger scales (` ∼ 100−500). Instead, our simulation driven results
show that B modes peak at scales (` ∼ 1000) where the lensing dominates the polarized
sky. The B-mode signal determined using the radiative transfer simulation matches the B-
mode signal calculated in Ref. [279], using photon conserving semi-numerical simulations,
around ` ∼ 100. We compare those results to a simulation where we set Mmin = 109 M.
While Ref. [279] considered only the scattering term we also include the screening term.
On large scales, ` . 100, B modes due to scattering exceed B modes due to screening, so
even when we include the screening B modes, the results of these independent studies do
not differ significantly.
More quantitatively, in section 4.4.3, we will show that patchy reionization will have a
limited impact on the detection of a primordial signal for r = 10−3. However, it could bias
the amplitude of the primordial B modes for r = 10−4 or less. As the patchy signal falls
down rapidly below ` . 100, there will be negligible contamination on the reionization
bump (` . 20) even if r is as low as 10−4 and hence it will not be a concern for future
space-based missions such as LiteBIRD [176].
Next, we explore the amplitude of the B-mode signal due to reionization for different
reionization histories, with a simple tanh functional behaviour. We consider tanh reion-
ization histories parameterized by the mean redshift of reionization, zre and the width of
the reionization, ∆z. The ionization fraction evolves as
xe(z) =
1
2
+
tanh(yre − y)
2∆y
, (4.19)
where y(z) = (1+z)3/2, yre = y(zre) and ∆y = 1.5
√
1 + zre∆z [280]. In Figure 4.7 we show
reionization histories with different zre and ∆z to explore how the reionization induced B
modes change in shape and amplitude.
In Figure 4.7 we show the B-mode signal for a tanh reionization model (see Figure 4.7).
The figure also shows a rather unlikely reionization history to show the effect on the B-
mode signal. The optical depths for these unlikely reionization histories are excluded by
the constraints on τ given by Planck.
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Figure 4.6: The thick red curve shows our prediction for the reionization-induced B-mode
power spectrum. This can be compared with the prediction previously reported in the literature
([279, dashed purple curve], [107, blue shaded region], and [127, dashed green curve]). Dotted
curves show sensitivities for PICO (blue curve), CMB-S4 (red curve), LiteBIRD (green curve),
and Simons Observatory (yellow curve). The three grey curves show the primordial B-mode
power spectra corresponding to the tensor-to-scalar ratio r = 10−2, 10−3, and 10−4. Secondary
B modes induced by lensing are shown by the grey dashed curve for the r = 10−3 case. Data
points show B-mode measurements by BICEP2 [97], BICEP2+Keck [212], POLARBEAR [100]
and SPT [99].
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Figure 4.7: Sensitivity of our predicted secondary B-mode signal to the reionization redshift
and duration. The blue curve shows our fiducial model. The red curves in the left panel show
reionization histories modelled using a tanh function from Equation (4.19) with zre = 7 and for
∆z = 1, 1.5, and 2. The corresponding B-mode signal is shown by the red curves in the right
panel. The amplitude of the B-mode signal is higher for larger values of ∆z. Similarly, the grey
curves in the left panel show reionization histories modelled using the same tanh function with
∆z = 0.5 for zre = 6, 8, and 10. The corresponding B-mode signal is shown by the grey curves
in the right panel. The amplitude of the B-mode signal is higher for larger values of zre. The
dashed curves in the right panel show sensitivities for PICO (blue curve), CMB-S4 (red curve),
LiteBIRD (green curve), and Simons Observatory (yellow curve). The dashed green curve shows
the primordial signal for r = 10−3.
4.4.2 Minimum mass of reionization sources
In our fiducial simulation, sources of reionizing radiation are placed in haloes with masses
down to 109 M. The mass of reionization sources will have an effect on the clustering
of the free electron distribution during reionization [281, 230], which can, in turn, change
the induced secondary B modes. The agreement of our radiative transfer simulation with
a variety of data [235, 282] suggests that sources in haloes down to 109 M should be able
to reionize the Universe. Still, the mass of reionizing sources is unfortunately unknown.
The fraction of hydrogen-ionizing radiation produced in a galaxy that can escape into the
intergalactic medium and cause reionization is largely uncertain. This escape fraction has
been measured in a handful of relatively bright and low-redshift galaxies [283, 284, 228,
285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 227, 292, 293, 284] and is unknown for the galaxies within
the epoch of reionization. This quantity can be a function of halo mass and can decide,
e.g., the relative contribution of highly-clustered massive haloes and low-mass haloes to
reionization. Further, active galactic nuclei (AGN), which are known to have unit escape
fraction, can also reionize the Universe instead of star-forming galaxies. Such a scenario,
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Figure 4.8: Dependence of the induced B-mode power spectrum on the the minimum mass of
reionizing sources for a fixed reionization history. Sources in higher-mass haloes induce larger
B-mode power due to their stronger clustering. The dashed curves show sensitivities for PICO
(blue curve), CMB-S4 (red curve), LiteBIRD (green curve), and Simons Observatory (yellow
curve). We also show the primordial signal for r = 10−3 with a green dashed line.
although unlikely [225], can potentially have a large effect on the induced B-mode signal
as AGN reside in very high mass haloes that are highly clustered [230].
In Figure 4.8, we increase the minimum mass of reionizing sources in our model from
Mmin = 10
9 M to a few 1011 M. This is done using the excursion-set-based treatment
described above. The reionization history is always kept the same as our fiducial simu-
lation (Figure 4.1) by changing the brightness of each halo suitably, i.e., by tuning the
parameter NLyCγ in Equation 4.12. As a result, as Mmin is increased, the ionized regions
increase in size and become more clustered [230]. This results in an enhancement of about
an order of magnitude in the induced B-mode power spectrum, as seen in Figure 4.8.
4.4.3 Constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio
We now quantitatively consider the effect of reionization-induced secondary B modes on
the inference of the tensor-to-scalar ratio from the B-mode power spectrum.
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The primordial B-mode power spectrum has a recombination bump at ` ∼ 100. Fu-
ture CMB experiments aim to target this recombination bump in search for primordial
gravitational waves. For small values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio, the signal-to-noise ra-
tio (S/N) is expected to  1 per mode, but the cumulative S/N could exceed 1 after
summing over a few multipoles [53, 54, 52, 294]. Also, foreground contamination exceeds
the primordial signal for r ∼ 10−3 [276, 92, 295]. As a result, the precise the shape of the
B-mode power spectrum will be hard to determine and it will be a challenge to distin-
guish the primordial signal from other sources if the shape of these other sources is not
sufficiently dissimilar within the range of multipoles considered.
Let us define an ‘effective’ tensor-to-scale ratio, reff , by summing the power spectrum
on a range of scales from `′min to `′max, so that
`′max∑
`′min
CBB` (reff) =
`′max∑
`′min
CBB` (r) +
`′max∑
`′min
C
BB(sec)
` . (4.20)
Here, CBB(sec)` represents B modes induced by non-primordial sources such as lensing,
patchy reionization, and foreground emission. reff is thus the tensor-to-scalar ratio as-
signed to a measurement of the mean power measured on a range of scales if all of this
measured power is assumed to be primordial; summing over a range of scales allows us
to disregard the shape of the power spectrum. The effective tensor-to-scalar ratio reff is
equal to the ‘true’ r if secondary contamination is negligible; in the presence of secondary
contamination reff > r. For example, if we consider lensing B modes the single source
of secondary contamination, i.e., CBB(sec)` = C
BB(lensing)
` , reff > r for r ∼ 0.5 (and for all
smaller values of r as the lensing B modes remain unchanged). This is shown in Fig-
ure 4.9. Since contamination due to patchy reionization on the primordial signal will only
affect ground-based experiments, we limit ourselves in Figure 4.9 to scales targeted from
the ground (approximately 80 ≤ ` ≤ 120).
Figure 4.9 also shows how different patchy reionization scenarios discussed in the
previous sections can change the value of reff . The lensing signal is ∼ 55 times larger
than the primordial signal for r = 10−3. Secondary B modes from patchy reionization
can bias the tensor-to-scalar ratio r when r ∼ 10−3 and below. If reionization is driven
by rare sources (e.g. Mmin ∼ 1011 M), reff could be as large as 4 × 10−4 for r ∼ 10−4.
Reionization-induced B modes could generate a 5% to 40% bias on a measurement of
r = 10−3 if Mmin = 109 M (our fiducial model) and 1011 M, respectively. For a
future satellite experiment (e.g. PICO [52] or CMB Bharat [51]), r = 5 × 10−4 could be
biased at the ' 10% to ' 75% for Mmin = 109 M and 1011 M, respectively, if these
experiments would only measure the recombination bump. The vertical lines show the
target of r forecasted for the detection of primordial B modes by Simons Array, BICEP
array [204], Simons Observatory [85], by CMB-S4 [206]. We show only the targets of
r set by future ground based CMB experiments in this figure as our forecast for reff
is made for the detection of the recombination bump in the primordial B-mode power
spectra. Space based missions will constrain r by probing both reionization bump and
recombination bump. As the reionization induced B has negligible power on the scales of
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Figure 4.9: Solid lines show the effective tensor-to-scalar ratio reff that may be inferred in the
presence of a secondary B-mode signal as a function of the true tensor-to-scalar ratio r. The red
curve corresponds to our fiducial reionization model. Other curves show the change in the result
when varying the minimum mass of the ionizing sources. The green curve shows the reff due to
lensing. Vertical lines show the current upper limit on r and predicted experimental sensitivities.
the reionization bump (` < 10), for the space based experimenters will not be affected by
the reionization induced B modes.
We now discuss the effect of patchy reionization on the significance of a potential
measurement of the tensor-to-scalar ratio. The observed B-mode power spectrum is given
by
C
BB(total)
` = C
BB(reion)
` + C
BB(primordial)
` + C
BB(res−len)
` . (4.21)
Here, CBB(res−len)` is the residual lensingB-mode signal after delensing. We set C
BB(res−len)
` =
0 to only check the effects of reionization for the detection of primordial B modes. There-
fore, the covariance matrix can be written as
CovBB = C
BB(total)
` +N
BB
` , (4.22)
where NBB` is the instrumental noise for the measurement of B-mode polarization. While
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Figure 4.10: Estimated uncertainty σr on a measurement of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r in
presence of reionization-induced secondary B-modes (solid curves) and without reionization-
induced secondary B-modes (dashed curves). The three sets of curves correspond to different
values of r and/or instrumental sensitivity. We have assumed a completely delensed signal.
the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), r/σr, is defined so that [296, 297]
σr ≡ r
S/N
=
∑
`
(2`+ 1)fsky
[
C
BB(primordial)
`
r × CovBB
]2
, (4.23)
is the uncertainty on a measurement of r. Here, fsky is the fraction of sky observed by
an experiment. We calculate cumulative S/N by fixing the lowest multipole, `min at 70.
The result is shown in Figure 4.10, where we demonstrate how the reionization-induced
B-mode could change the forecasts for the detection of primordial B modes. In this figure,
we assume that there is no residual lensing signal (i.e., we assume 100% delensing) and
fsky = 10%. We also assume that foregrounds have been removed using multi-frequency
data. The uncertainty σr reduces from 14.6 to 14.3 when we include C
BB(reion)
` with the
primordial B-mode power spectra corresponding to r = 10−3. The changes are small
because of instrumental noise NBB` with ∆T = 1 µK-arcmin always dominates over the
primordial and reionization induced B modes and also CBB(reion)` is almost one order of
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magnitude smaller than the primordial B modes at ` ∼ 100. With the above mentioned
instrumental noise, σr changes from 2.4 to 2.25 when we add reionization induced B
modes with the primordial B modes corresponding to r = 10−4. Next, we consider
an experiment operating with ∆T = 0.1 µK-arcmin to probe the primordial B-mode
signal so that instrumental noise becomes comparable with the reionization-induced B
modes. For r = 10−4, the primordial B modes and reionization-induced B modes are also
comparable in amplitude at ` ∼ 100. This forecast will be more complicated if we include
residuals of complex foreground and residual lensing signal in Equation (4.21). Inclusion
of reionization-induced B modes has a large effect on the detectability of primordial B-
mode signal for r = 10−4 as it could change the detection significance from 37σ to 20σ
without including residual foregrounds due to synchrotron and dust emission. This figure
shows that we can safely neglect the reionization-induced B modes for the detection of
primordial B modes for r ≥ 10−3.
4.5 Discussion
We have investigated the imprint of patchy reionization on the cosmic microwave back-
ground polarization anisotropies by studying the amplitude of the B-mode signal. The
amplitude of the B-mode signal for patchy reionization depends on the reionization his-
tory and the morphology and clustering of the ionized regions. Compared to previous
studies, we used realistic radiative transfer simulations of reionization to estimate the B-
mode signal. These simulations are calibrated to match the Thomson scattering optical
depth measured by Planck and the mean transmission fraction of the Lyα forest. With
this calibration, these simulations have been found to successfully match a variety of ob-
servations related to reionization, such as the observed spatial fluctuations in the Lyα
opacity of the IGM, the ionization fraction inferred from the frequency of dark pixels in
Lyα forest spectra, quasar near zones, as well as the Lyβ opacity of the IGM. While these
radiative transfer simulations model reionization on scales up to 160 cMpc/h (236 cMpc),
we extrapolate them to scales up to 1 cGpc by using an excursion-set-based approach.
In this model, reionization begins at redshift z ∼ 15, is halfway complete at z = 7, and
finishes at z = 5.2.
We find that theB-mode signal due to scattering and screening of CMB photons during
reionization is more than one order of magnitude lower than the primordial B modes at
` ∼ 100 for r ∼ 10−3 but the amplitude of the signal is comparable with primordial B
modes with r ∼ 10−4 at those scales.
Two factors play an important role in determining the amplitude of the B-mode power
spectra induced by reionization: (a) the ionization history, and (b) the minimum mass
of the ionizing sources. For a given minimum mass of ionizing sources, early reionization
scenarios give rise to higher amplitudes of the induced B-mode power spectrum, although
such early reionization scenarios appear to be ruled out by a variety of astrophysical
data. For a given reionization history, the amplitude of the B-mode power spectrum
increases with the minimum mass of ionizing sources. At ` ∼ 100, even relatively extreme
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assumptions about the ionization history or the minimum mass of ionizing sources do not
increase the B-mode power spectrum beyond the primordial signal for r ∼ 10−3.
Near-future experiments such as Simons array, Simons observatory, CMB-S4, CLASS
[109, 53, 54, 278], aim to reach down to r ∼ 10−3 for measuring the primordial B-
mode power at ` ∼ 100. We expect these experimental attempts to detect primordial
gravitational waves to be safe from reionization-induced contamination. Future space
missions such as LiteBIRD, PICO, CMB-Bharat allow to target both the reionization
(` . 20) and recombination bump [294, 52, 51]. We confirm that reionization-induced B
modes will have little effect on these large scales.
For ground-based experiments that can reach r < 10−4, contamination from reioniza-
tion could become significant and might have to be addressed in order to establish the
nature of the measured signal. For these experiments, the reionization-induced B modes
can affect the significance of any detection of the primordial signal.
The latter would require both “de-screening" and “de-scattering". All screening does
is modulate the spectrum due to patchy reionization captured by Pxexe . If reionization
induced B modes are measured then one can thus reconstruct this map, and de-screen the
data very similar to use the lensing map to delens the data. If we have a good proxy for
the ionization power spectrum, we can use that (similar to the CIB for lensing). While de-
screening would be very similar to de-lensing, de-scattering would be harder. Fortunately,
the scattering contribution is sub-dominant on the scales of interest (1000 . ` . 2000)
for the detection of patchy B modes.
In conclusion, we don’t expect the search for primordial B modes will be hindered by
patchy reionization in the near future. For more conventional reionization histories, all
currently planned CMB experiments should be safe from significant contamination.
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Future Perspectives
Considerate la vostra semenza:
fatti non foste a viver come bruti,
ma per seguir virtute e canoscenza
Dante Alighieri
All the chapters described in the thesis address several of the most fundamental ques-
tions in Cosmology and extra-galactic astrophysics related to the detection of patchy
reionization by probing the optical depth fluctuations and cross-correlation studies with
LSS probes, physics of reionization and secondary anisotropies in CMB due to astrophysi-
cal phenomena at later time, contamination on the primordial B modes due to the patchy
reionization. However, there are still many other reasons to explore the possibilities to
probe the signature of patchy reionization, in large part opened by the studies presented
here. We plan to investigate these possibilities in future as a continuation of the works
done in this thesis.
In Chapter 2 we did all the analysis of optical depth reconstruction without consid-
ering the effect of other contamination which can bias our results. Foreground emission
due to dust and synchrotron and the lensed B-mode signal could be a major source
of contamination. In the near future, we plan to use unbiased hybrid estimator which
simultaneously fit both the lensing and patchy τ contributions [182, 298]. The recent
synchrotron foreground template based on the SPASS observation is available at 2.3 GHz
[299] whereas the dust emissions could be modelled following [300]. So, there is a room
for improvement the forecasts of the detectability of τ by future CMB experiments by
considering these potential sources of bias.
Cross-correlation studies between CMB and LSS is one of the promising probes to
study the morphology of reionization, which we investigated in chapter 3. We can use other
probes as well when we have data from the radio surveys. For example, hydrogen intensity
mapping is a futuristic probe, but simulations, parameter estimations and data analysis
techniques could be followed by the lessons learnt from CMB experiments. It is very
interesting to inspect whether we can use upcoming polarization experiments to give us an
insight into the optical depth in electrons around quasars and galaxies. One of my interests
is to compute the detectability of the cross-correlation of this signal with the electrons
around galaxies and quasars between LSST/Euclid and Simons Observatory/CMB-S4.
Our ultimate and most optimistic goal is to reconstruct an “optical depth (τ) map” from
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the observed CMB map, analogous to the “CMB lensing potential” map. This map will
be extremely interesting as it will act as an electron density template in the Universe,
and it will be beneficial to understand the physics of reionization and galaxy clusters.
One of the main scientific goals in measuring the electron optical depth around high-
redshift quasars and galaxies (Lyman alpha emitters, Lyman Break Galaxies) is to test
whether these sources may be responsible for the cosmic reionization and to constrain
the redshift and duration of the reionization itself. In principle, It will put constraints
on reionization additional to the standard τ measurement from CMB polarization. On
the other side, consistent results are found from the complementary approach, by looking
at the production rate of ionizing photons estimated from the “proximity effect”, i.e., the
relative lack of Lyα absorption in the vicinity of a QSO. Measured electron profile around
QSOs will be able to address this issue through an alternative approach.
In chapter 4 Our study shows that B-modes produced through this process could 1)
be observed with future B-mode experiments such as CMB-S4 and b) would represent a
disturbance in B-mode searches for primordial gravitational waves, possibly generating a
signal at r > 0.001. Both strongly motivate a careful study of this signal. If detected, the
signal would provide us with unique insights into the reionization history as well as the
sources that produced the ionizing photons, as we have shown. Meanwhile, if the signal
is indeed large enough to be detected, it will become necessary to address mitigation
techniques (such as descreening) or joint fitting against the total CMB B-mode signal.
Forthcoming projects along these lines are 1) to estimate the amplitude of the patchy
B-mode signal by using different simulations of reionization which agrees well with the
available data so far; 2) inspection of the level of contamination due to patchy reionization
on primordial B-mode signal; 3) exploration of the possibility to detect this new signal
which will be direct evidence of reionization; 4) analyzing the CMB polarization data from
the Simons Observatory/CCAT-p to extract the patchy reionization signal and constrain
reionization parameters and 5) developing algorithms/tools to separate this signal from
the primordial B-mode signal.
As a final development following the work in this Thesis, I would like to mention the
kSZ signal. It is an excellent probe of the growth factor of the Universe, which could be
used to understand the behaviour of dark energy. Recently there is a more than 3.5 σ
tension of the measurement of Hubble constant between CMB and low redshift datasets
by different probes (such as supernovae and quasars). We would like the investigate
whether combined datasets of kSZ and tSZ could be an alternative probe to understand
the behaviour of dark energy through the measurement of Hubble constant. In this line
of research my goals are as follows: 1) work on simulations and algorithm to check the
efficiency to separate early and late time kSZ signal; 2) cross correlate available lensing
maps with kSZ maps to study the behaviour of dark of energy and the role of modified
gravity in structure formation; 3) using kSZ signal to constrain cosmological parameters
such as
∑
mν , σ8 and w; 4) check if this can be used as an alternative probe to measure
the value of the Hubble constant which could be used to provide further details on the
tension between CMB and low redshift data sets. The Simons Observatory and CMB S4
are going to put constraints on patchy reionization by observing patchy kSZ and aims
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to separate the late and early time kSZ by studying this signal on different scales based
on techniques proposed by Smith and Ferraro 2017. CCAT-p could detect the patchy
kSZ signal if the signal is large enough and is adequately separated from the early time
kSZ signal. However, it is not clear how the different morphological scenarios of the
reionization process can change the scale dependencies of the patchy kSZ signal. We plan
to investigate this problem in two ways; one is to calculate the kSZ 4-point correlation
function by using state of the art simulations of reionization; the same one I used to
study the patchy B-mode signal. Alternatively, I plan to cross correlate kSZ2 signal with
redshifted CII observation to probe the epoch of reionization. During the postdoc tenure,
we want to take this opportunity to perform this cross-correlation studies as both signals
will be measured by CCAT-p experiment.
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